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CHAPTBB 1
IMPORTANCE OF THB STUDY
S a w  before in the history of public education in North Dakota 
have the general public and especially school patrons become so con­
scious of the inequalities which exist among school districts in methods 
of school support and of the comparative effort put forth to maintain 
schools( as they ere today. With the steady improvement of educational 
service by schools and a general recognition on the part of the rural 
population of the desirability and advantages of both the elementary 
and the high school education* have come greatly increased enrollments 
in the upper grades end high schools. Accompanying this enrichment of 
the curriculum and increase in attendance there had come as increase 
in school expenditures to a point there the tsouroe of income had be­
come a primary factor in determining shat class of school is to be 
developed and maintained in any particular district.
The realisation of inequalities became oven greater with the de­
pression* the lowering of farm products and the most devastating drought 
for a long period of years. The latter began in western North Dakota in 
1930 and reaching its peak in the summer of 1934. The relative inability 
of the majority of taxpayers to pay their tax allotments not only led to 
a wholesale clamoring for a radical reduction in taxes but caused some 
to study the tax levies* assessed valuations* and other financial aspects 
of their own and surrounding districts. Taxpayers are becoming aware 
of the Inequalities in the ability and comparative effort put forth to 
maintain schools in various school districts. School officers and edu­
cators have cams more and more to see these inequalities end the ultimate
2
necessity for a comlote roorgimiaation not only in the as ana of sup­
porting schools but also in the else of the Individual school units.
Such a fooling led the writer to undertake a study of the finan­
cial status of the Individual school districts in mill leas County. Com­
plete county surveys of this type have been comparatively fow in neither 
Urns far. A. 7. Neutsann made a comparative study of school expenditures 
and school support in Polk County, Minnesota, in which he pointed out the 
inequalities that existed between the independent and coaujon school dis­
tricts of that county.1 Be oo reared the abilities of distriote, the ef­
fort put forth by the various districts on the basis of tax rates, and 
finally the aids, apportionments, receipts and expenditures of the 
various districts.
01 ton Hewitt completed a similar study of Traill County, Berth 
Dakota in 1933 and also Included special chapters on the period and rate 
of tax collections, setting them forth by months over a period of five
years; and cm incomes, expenditures, and balances of four of the special
2school districts.
Matt Lagefberg, in making a financial survey of the schools of 
MoKonsie County, North Dakota, included a splendid Chapter on land class­
ification, the factors involved, and finally plotted the land units in 
one of the districts according to classification standards set up by the
*A. F. Ueutsman. A Comparative Study of School Expenditures and 
School Support in Polk County, Minnesota, Unpublished Master*! Thesis, 
University of North Dakota Library, 1932.
^Iton Hewitt. The Control of Income and Debt Service in the 
School Districts of Traill County, North Dakota, Unpublished Master* s 
Thesis, University of North Dakota Library, 1932.
government survey.*' Be showed the location of the school children on the 
farms and then brought out the relation of the land classification to 
the financial statue of the school district.
Karl Abrahaiason conducted a survey of Benville County, North
Dakota, in which he brought out the inequalities in school support,
school costs, transportation, and indebtedness that existed among the
4individual school districts of the county.
The Problem
She problem as presented in tills study may be said to have two 
aspects as follows * first, to tacke a survey of the school Incomes, the 
debt service, the ability to support schools and the effort put forth 
by each of the school districts of Williams County, North Dakota, with 
the purpose of pointing out such inequalities as easy become evident 
throu h such study; second, to present data on farm sad school population 
in Williams County with the purpose of eliminating small and expensive 
schools either through the transportation of children to larger school 
units or through the re-districting of those parts of the county where 
re-districting seems feasible.
Brief Description of the County
Williams County, which ranks fourth of the fifty-three counties 
of North Dakota in sise is located in the extreme northwest comer of 
the state. It reaches the iontana line on the west and is separated
%stt. Lagerberg. Financial Purvey of Schools of McKonsie Coun­
ty, North Dakota, Unpublished Master*s Thesis, University of Korth 
Dakota Library, 1934.
^arl Abrahamson. Survey of Schools of Henvllle County, North 




from the Canadian line on the north only by the cooperatively small 
county of Divide. She Missouri River constitutes the southern bound­
ary of the entire county and separatee Killians from McKenzie County. 
Burke and Mountrail Counties border on the east. She county includes 
a land area of 2, 138 square miles* three per cent of the state land 
area of 70*183 square miles.5 °f this* 477, 569 acres sere under cul­
tivation in 1930.
Spring wheat makes up the chief crop* although durum wheat, flax*
oats* barley ore also harvested in considerable quantities. Williams
ranks high in the state in the number of pounds of butter made by
families and ranks average in the number of pounds of cream sold* shoe-
6ing that farm incomes from these sources are an important factor. In 
1931, Williams County had twenty-nine lignite coal mines* which pro­
duced 39,393 tons of lignite coal* although this county has no large
7scale production mines such as found in some of the other counties.
®*e total population of Williams County was 19*883 persons in 
1930* having increased from 17,980 persons since 1920. The 1930 figure* 
which represents 3.9 per cent of a state population of 680,845 persons*
gave the county an average population of nine and one tenth ersons per
Bsquare mile in 1930. The county includes one city, Williston* whose 
population was listed os 5*106 persona* Just over one-fourth that of
^Abstract of the Fifteenth Census of the United States* 1930* 
United States Department of Conneree* Bureau of tile Census* p* 76.*
60oroiled Agricultural Statistics of North Dakota for the period 
adding Juno 30* 1932. Department of Agriculture (tad labor* State of 
North Dakota* pp. 1-30.
7Ibid. p. 72.
^Abstract of the Fifteenth Census of the United States, oo.cit.
p. 67.
the county. Williston neoessarily utilniuine the largest school system 
in the county, and nodes highest In assessed valuation, although the 
land area within the district is the smallest in the county.
The school systems of Williams County are typical of those found 
in western North Dakota. Eight alasaifled schools are maintained in the 
eight largest villages and towns within the county. Buford, Whaelook 
and Corinth (Bigstone District) maintain graded schools. Of the eleven 
consolidated school districts, four are located in the open country. The 
forty-three rural school districts maintain one hundred eleven one-room 
rural schools. Inasmuch as the names of many of the individual districts 
are too lengthy to ho included in the individual tables that are to he 
set up later in this study. Table 1 has been included for identifica­
tion purposes.
Method and Sources a of Data
The data for this study have been gathered through the personal 
investigation of the records in the offices of the county superintendent 
of schools and the county auditor. From them were gathered foots on 
aseessed valuation of real estate, tax rates, school enrollment, school 
expenditures, school incomes and all such material as related to the 
financial and educational data of the individual school districts in the 
county for a period of five years beginning July 1, 1929 and ending 
June 30, 1934. ®he figures under each individual item for each year 
were averaged and that average used as a basis for the construction of 
tables and the drawing of conclusions.
Reliability and Limitations
This study applies to Williams County, North Dakota, and is
6
fable 1
Classified* Graded and Consolidated* and Ihural School 
Districts of Williams County, North Dakota 
June 30, 1934
Name of School Ifuisibor of Ifuuber of
classified schools
Williaton Special #1 3 41
Wesson #3 (at Ray) 2 9
Saak Valley Special #3 (McGregor) 1 5
Tioga #16 1 8
Cottonwood Lake #64 (Alamo) 1 6
Kpping Special #88 1 6
Wildrose Special #90 1 ’ 9
Grenora Special #94 1 8
graded and consolidated schools
Buford #5 GRADED 2 2
Bight Mils #6 (Trenton) 3 4
Lindahl Consolidated #14 1 3
Wheelock #36 ORAJRB 1 3
Barr Butte Consolidated #37 1 4
Round Prairie Consolidated #40 1 2
Pioneer Consolidated #41 2 3
Bigatone #69 (Corinth) GRADED 4 6
Hartland Consolidated #63 (Appara) 1 3
Thors tad Consolidated #76 (tfahl) 1 4
Brooklyn Consolidated #78 2 3
Springbxook Special #81 1 3
Golden *elley #86 (Temple) 3 2
Hamlet Special #96 1 4
rural schools
Bast Fodc #3 1 1
Orinnel #4 3 3
Tande 7 7 7
Pleasant Valley #16 3 3
Roosevelt #17 1 1
Champion #33 3 3
Stewart #34 1 2
•‘edicine Lodge #28 6 5
f reeman #39 3 3




Classified, Craded and Consolidated, and Rural School 
Districts of Williams County, North Dakota 
Juhe 30, 1934




Rainbow #33 4 4
Wildroso Rural #34 3 3
Bonetrail #36 3 3
Gladys #36 2 2
Judson #38 3 3
Formosa #39 3 3
Bull Butte #42 4 4
Scandiaarla #43 2 2
Easel #44 3 2
Cedar #46 1 1
lllisville #66 4 4
Twin Lidos #66 1 1
Sandy Creek #67 2 2
Hsakey #70 1 1
Lincoln #71 4 4
Black tail #72 3 3
Hoffluad #73 1 1
Bureka #76 3 3
Spring Coulee #77 2 2
Adams #79 3 3
Twin Butte #80 2 2
Marshall #82 3 3
Besson Volley #83 3 2
Liberty #84 1 1
West Bank #86 4 4
Bluff #87 1 1
Barley #89 1 1
View #91 3 3
Fanarale #92 3 3
twelve Mile #93 3 3
South Barr Butte #96 2 2
____________________ 3__________ 2
limited entirely to its school districts, because tho findings htsve 
been transferred from the county records and later transcribed into 
a fire-year average# errors may hare been corw&tted in some instances 
without being detected by the writer. However# every precaution has 
been need in order to nfe» the results as reliable m  possible. Un­
doubtedly the individual figures in amounts of incomes# valuations and 
other factors hare been affected by the extended period of drou^it 
end depression which lasted throughout the entire period of the years 
studied. Nevertheless# the conditions hare been uniformly prevalent 
in all sections of the county; so that the relationship of the various 






When the state legislature, in providing for the establishment 
of educational facilities for the children of Worth Dakota delegated 
the authority of control to the individual local districts* it provided 
little or no income for them except such as the districts themselves 
could provide. Inasmuch ae Individual districts vary in size* popula­
tion* Indus;trioe, natural resources* and many other factors* great 
Variations and inequalities have tended to spiring up not only among 
the districts within any one county* but also among the counties within 
any one section of the state and probably most noticeably among the 
Various sections of the state.
The extent to which those inequalities in income exist in 
Williams County become apnaront with the study of records kept by the 
clerks and treasurers of the school districts under the new system of 
school accounting forme furnished them by the county superintendent'e 
office since 1932. Here sources of income may be secured frost the 
columns of receipts* which are subdivided into ten classes a' follows* 
state apportionment* county tuition fund| state aid* federal aid.* 
taxes levied by school board* other revenue receipts* sole of bonds* 
sale of certificates, other non-revenue receipts* and total receipts.
Dy deducting the "sale of bonds,* "sale of certificates** and "other 
non-revenue receipts"from the "total receipts** the total income was 
determined for each year. Separate consideration was given to the 
incomes from state apportionment* county apportionment * state end 
federal aid, and from property taxes levied. Federal aid, generally a
1 1
subvention for Smith Hughes wortc, was listed for two schools only; and 
so it was combined with state aid. Tuition could not bo considered 
separately because the new accounting forms lands no separate item of 
that source of income. Tables which follow list total income, Income 
from property taxation, income from state apportionment, that from 
county apportionment and that from state aid. Koch amount listed 
opposite the name of the school district represents a five-year average 
for that particular school district. A fire-year average was also made 
in the state aid column even though aid was discontinued by the state 
after the year 1933. The school districts were grouped in each table 
according to classification with the exception that the graded and con­
solidated districts were considered in one group because of their 
similarity in characteristics.
A study of the first column of Table 3 lmnodiatoly made plain 
the variations among districts in the matter of total school incomes. 
Sauk Talley Special indicated the lowest total income in the classified 
school group with a 9,783 dollars income. Groncra ranked slightly above 
with 10,652 dollars and Tioga and Cottonwood lake a os next with incomes 
slightly above 12,000 dollars. Williston, because it includes the only 
city of any else in the county, had the largest Income with 72,652 dol­
lars; Wesson (Bay) and Wild rose ranking second and third with 18,994 
dollars and 16,379 dollars respectively, 'lost noticeable is the fact 
that Williston* s income node up nearly forty-five per cent of the 
164,342 dollar income for classified schools. Baudot led the graded 
and consolidated school districts with an average of 7,270 dollars 
approximately 2.26 times as large as Bound Prairie which has the low
fable 2
She Average Income for School Districts of Willi am 
County for the Fire-Year Period 1930-1934




Willlstoa $ 72,662 52,079 5,015.12 2,717.23 407.98®
Wesson 18,994 10,672 1,272.02 516.86 500.82®
Sunk Valley 9,782 7,863 431.84 166.07 216.10
Tioga 12,378 8,960 756.75 393.68 277.90
Cottonwood Lake 12,073 8,226 690.88 372.84 216.10
Kpping 12,032 9,646 819.47 240.54 178.30
Wildrose 16,379 10,542 1,337.61 598.61 444.20
Grenora 10,663 7,662 949.92 297.39 298.60
Total $164,842 115,670 11,273.61 5,203.11 2,539.90
Average $ 30,607 14,459 1,409.19 650.40 317.49
graded and consolidated schools A
Buford 3,863 2,469 104.33 78.06 22.44“
Sight !4il*e 6,930 4,985 392.56 187.67 210.24
Lindahl 3,705 2,472 374.90 155.91 295.56
Wheelocfe 6,625 ft# 910 274.65 121.57 74.02
Barr Butte 5,341 4,258 441.83 243.59 261.90
Bound Prairie 3,192 2,405 413.91 176.19 161.40®
Pioneer 4,343 3,530 466.23 165.75 250.20
Bigs tone 4,964 4,105 431.68 171,96 235.44
H&rtland 4,090 3,348 344.08 147.82 204.84
Thorstad 7,098 5,728 344.99 187.34 284.70
Brooklyn 4,989 3,907 295.45 133.53 250.20
Springbrook 5.167 3,952 250.96 105.34 271.89
Golden Valley 8,675 4,347 343.93 106.56 250.30
Hamlet 7,270 5,977 454.01 200.30 295.56
Total $ 73,152 56,398 4,788.91 2,181.49 3,068.59
Average $ 4,028 4,028 342.06 155.83 219.19
rural schools
3 2,967 2,388 304.29 111.09 204.84
4 1,499 910 148.06 89.25 85.25
7 7,935 6,328 479.84 203.35 172.94
16 3,075 1,492 504.12 168.93 136.50
17 1,621 1,056 301.43 110.68 174.43
33 1,879 1,368 347.86 116.03 100.49
34 3,458 1,943 296.83 105.57 204.84
38 3,976 3,314 355.4? 186.66 27.38
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$ 3,794 3,180 287.21 125.99 165.36
2*915 1,943 394.48 190.24 146.48
2*818 1,995 358.41 oos.78 141.53
1,210 734 216.28 94.74 75.67
2,853 1,667 333.78 149.25 127.99
2*836 1,874 360.30 197.21 147.37
1,858 1,231 245.94 126.75 80.57
2,228 1,517 S 9 M 9 128.71 161.40®
2,331 1,642 360.30 158.91 76.56
1,674 1,176 383.46 112.59 74.03
1,680 1,165 131.84 79.89 71.77
748 516 102.94 50.62 37.40®
2,532 1,834 487.04 238.37 174.83
2,690 2,116 170.03 79.98 204.84
1,699 1,046 390.31 112.84 82.69
1,081 882 188.70 37,86 67.56
3,429 2,676 294.23 161.70 166.97
1,531 939 292.14 124.74 64.91
1,695 987 146.71 51,54 137.52
2,323 1.760 275.SO 117.58 142.84
974 603* 67.30* 35.20*
2,208 1,380 251.58 86.92 129.34
1,383 876 239.44 113.15 80.46
941 734 137.45 73.33 42.17
1,084 802 119.61 56.38 66.04
839 604 117.41 44.48 33.49
2,408 1,652 264.79 106.96 140.90
662 486 150.33 63.44
682 461 92.88 34,68 38.90
2,174 1,562 243.54 123.04 159.01
1,980 1,190 343.74 126.76 101.88
2,218 1,814 342.07 117.23
1,333 909 197.12 80.31 81.46®
1,600 1,189 173,02 90.08 101.64
$93,158 65,513 10,816.17 4,917.52 4,551.99®
______ 1*221_______ ___m*2§~. .112»gQ5
four years s
14
ranking income with 3,192 dollars. f3ao rural school districts showed 
tits largest range in total income. District 87 and District 89 had 
surprisingly low total incomes, averaging 662 dollars and 682 dollars 
respectively. District 7 had the highest income with 7,93 dollars. 
Although the majority of the rural districts had Ineoraes ranging between 
one thousand and three thoua nd. dollars, most of them supported two, 
three or four schools within the district. The most startling condition 
is revealed in comparing the nuafeer of sohools supported by the districte 
with its total income. District 82 supported three schools on m  income 
of 941 dollars, an average of about 314 dollars per school. District 77 
supported three schools on an income of 974 dollar®, an average of 
326 dollars per school. Pour other districts had incomes of less then 
S00 dollars per school; six districts had a per school income of 600 
dollars to 600 dollars; two districts had an income between 600 dollars 
to 700 dollars per school. District 7, with the high income of the 
rural districts, supported seven schools with an average of 1,418 
dollars per school.
Income from District Tax
Column two indicates the five-year average income or uonegr re­
ceived from district taxes levied by the school board for general school 
purposes. These figures have been somewhat affected by the fifty per 
cent assessed valuation law effective in 1932, especially in those dis­
tricts where the imsiaMa levy was already being made. However, the re­
ductions were not uniform in that in some districts the levies were 
atarsly raised so as to bring in the same income as before, while in 
others the taexiaew levy fell Just short of bringing in the former income.
15
The table points out clearly that districts haring the high and low 
In the amount brought-in from this sources are identically the districts 
with high and lov in total income. There is, however, a difference In 
the relationship of Income from property taxation to the total income. 
The income from property taxes at Kpping made up nearly eighty-two per 
cant of the total income, while Res son (Ray), where the property tax in­
come tasde up about fifty-six per cent of the total Income, set the other 
extreme. The property tax income of Mheelock in the graded and consoli­
dated group made up eighty-nine per cent of the total income while 
Pioneer with ite fifty-three sections of land sad no railroad mileage 
found a fifty-eight per cent relationship. Amoag the rural school group 
the relationship in the income from property tax to total income varied 
from approximately eighty-three per cent in Districts 38 and 30 to 
approximately forty-eight per cent in District 16.
Income from State and County Apportionments 
The principal source of income outside of Income from property 
tax: tion especially in districts maintaining only eight or ten grades 
in their schools, consists of money received from the state apportion­
ment end county apportionment. The state apportionment, which is de­
rived from (1) fines and penalties arising from the violation of state 
laws, (2) the proceeds from the leasing of school lands and (3) the 
Interest and income arising from the state permanent school fund created 
by money accumulated through the sale of school lands, is distributed 
among the various districts throughout the state by the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction in proportion to the children listed in the census 
enumeration. The county apportionment, which consists of ; noney derived
16
from the county still tax and the county poll tax, 1b distributed by 
tile county superintendent among the various districts of the county ac­
cording to the census enumeration. The incomes from these two sources 
are by no mens stable but tend rather to fluctuate from year to year. 
Their greatest value lies in the fact that their distribution is propor­
tionate and thus present no insqu&litiee in that ronmot, k weakness 
rairfit be evident, however* in that the more able districts are gives the 
same aid as the less wealthy ones.
The study of columns three and four indicate two things* first, 
that the state apportionments ware in nearly d l  cases ranch larger than 
the county apportionment; and second, that the amounts in each column 
varied greatly among the groups themselves and also among the various 
districts within each {jroup. The classified school districts showed 
an income of 11,275.Si dollars from state apportionment, Williston re­
ceiving the most with 5,015.13 dollars. Wildrose ranked next with 
1,557.51 dollars and Ssaik Valley the lowest with 4151.34 dollar*. The 
county apportionment for this group totaled 5,303.11 dollars, the ratio 
and ranking being neceaanrily the sane as under the state apportioniasnt. 
The graded and ooiwolidated group had an Income of 4,708.31 dollars 
from stat apportionment, Buford being lowest with 104.23 dollars and 
Hamlet the highest with 454.01 dollars. The county apportion:wnt 
totaled 2,181.49 dollars, the districts ranking identically with the 
state apportion:aont. This group had an average income of 343.06 dol­
lar a from state apportionment and 155.82 dollars from county apportion­
ment. The forty-three rural districts received an income of 10,816.17 
dollars in the state apportionment and 4,317.52 dollars in the county
17
apportionment# averaging 251.30 dollars per school in the former and 
114,36 dollars per school In the latter.
State Aid
lb until the year 19341 ebon the state legislature failed to 
appropriate ixmey for that purpose# North Bateota had & second form of 
aid to Its schools comaonly known as state aid, this aid had Been ap­
portioned each year in amounts varying with the doss of school main­
tained and. the standard kept within that class. Classified schools had 
received aid as followst first class* 800 dollars; second class, S00 
dollars; third class# 3£X> dollars. Consolidated schools received aid 
as follows; first class# 300 dollars; second class# 250 dollars; third 
class# 200 dollars. Graded schools received; first class# 100 dollars; 
second, dais# seventy-five dollars; and third class * fifty dollars.
Rural schools received; first class# fifty dollars; second class# forty 
dollars; third class# thirty dollars. When the toe rate for the preced­
ing year In rural# graded and consolidated schools is four mills and 
less than seven# the above jjoouats shall be doubled* and when the tax 
rate for the preceding year is seven mills or shove# the above amounts 
shall be trebled, if appropriations made were not sufficient to meet 
the demand for state aid# the amounts were distributed pro rata to the 
schools entitled to it. fho mein weakness of state old as a subvention 
to school districts lay largely in the fact that aid was given only to 
the more wealthy districts she could afford the expense of bringing its 
schools tip to tho required standards, while the lees wealthy# who were 
really in need of aid, received none in its failure to meet the standards. 
Then the amounts of aid granted made up such & &roall percentage of the
18
Income required that it ffilled in its purpose as m  incentive for schools 
to raise its standard.
Coloraa fire of fable 3 indicated the average state aid received 
the five-year period. As mentioned previously the figures represent a 
five-year average• so the annual .counts rooeived are considerably naore 
than the reader would tend to deduce from the table. As would be ex­
pected, the larger schools in the dunified group received the larger 
amount© in that they sere first class, the others ranking in proportion 
according to classification. The graded and consolidated group ranged 
rather consistently between two and three hundred dollars, showing a 
uniform standardisation into the three classes. Most variation is 
apparent in the rural group, where District 3 rooeived 204,84 dollars, 
District 28 received 27.38 dollars and Districts 87 and 93 received 
nous. State aid totaled as follows swung the three groups of schools* 
classified school districts, 2,539.90 dollars; graded end consolidated 
schools, 3,068.59 dollars, and rural schools, 4,5551.99 dollars. The 
three groups averaged 317.49 dollars, 219.19 dollars and 113.80 dollars 
per school respectively.
Comparison of Sources of Income of Classified, Graded 
and Consolidated, end Purel School Districts
• Table 3 indicates not only the per cant of income from each of the 
various sources in each of the classes of school but also briars out an 
interesting comparison between the different classes in the setter of 
income. Here it will be seen the graded and consolidated school districts 
received a higher percentage of their income from property taxation than 
did sillier of the two classes of Softools. The rural group, U h  11.6 
per cent of thalr income aoxsdag from state apportionment, rested con-
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Table 3
The Aver>>£8 Per Cent of Income Obtained from Various 
Sources During the Five-Year Period 1930-1934




70.8$ 6.9$ 3.2$ l.B$
Consolidated 74.9 6.6 3.0 4.2
ivaxtl---------- ____ZLZ____ .... fcuB_________-------
alderdble over the other two groups in this source. They also ranked 
first in both the county apportionment column and the state aid column, 
although the relative percentage had dropped considerably lower, fad­
ing the percentages horizontally under each type of school gives one a 
good idea of the relative importance of each source o income to each 
type of school. In the classified group, significance may be attached 
to the fact that the state and county apportionments made up approxi­
mately ten per cent of the Income and that state aid only made up one 
and one-half per cent of the income. Undoubtedly tuition from other 
districts made up a greater portion of the remaining seventeen per cent 
of the total income not shown in the table. Attention may be called to 
the fact that state end county apportionments together made up approx­
imately ten per cent of the income in the graded and consolidated group 
and become approximately seventeen per cent of the income in the rural 
group. In these two groups state aid was four to five per cent of the 
total income. Undoubtedly all these percentages were affected by the 
last* percentage of tax delinquencies in this five-year period, a factor 
which had cut down the figures representing income from property taxation 
an appreciable degree. However, this raay be offset somewhat by the
20
a tody of the uiuual uraounta apportioned to the various school districts 
by the state and county, which also ladicnte a reduction of over fifty 
per cent during the five-year period in an extremely large nu/aber of 
coses.
CoepariBon of Average Property fax Income with 
Average Property fanes Levied
The extent to which the incomes actually received sore fulfilling 
the anticipated incomes as mods by the district boards of education 
through their properly tax levies may be gathered from fable 4. In this 
table the average property tax income actually received is listed to­
gether with the average property taxes levied so that a comparison may 
easily be made. The relationship or ratio between the total property 
tax income «nd the total property taxes levied were as follows in the 
three groups: classified school districts, seventy-five per cent; 
graded and consolidated school districts, seventy-nine per cent; and 
rural districts, sixty-nine per cent. A closer study of the individual 
districts in each group indicate side variations in ratio, with the 
greatest range evident among the rural group, as is to be expected in 
that the tax income comes entirely from farm lands, which have been 
nearly totally unproductive through a series of drought years. The tax 
levy in mills is brought into the table merely as an indication of the 
extent to which each district is using the maxi mam possible income 
that raMit bo available under the excess levy law. It may be noted that 
six of the eight classified schools or® or have, at some time during the 
five-year period, been using the maxlmoa levy. Many of the schools in 
the other two classifications have also found it necessary to use the 
maximum levy to seek tho income necessary to maintain their schools.
2 1
f©tel© 4
Average Property fax Income ©ad Average Property faxes 
Levied la School Districts of Williams bounty 
for the Five-Year Period 1930-1934
District Property Property Property fax L a w  In Mills
classified schools
’till is ton $ 52,079 $ 65,846 25.676
Season 10,672 15,033 23.174
Sank Valley 7,063 9,660 23.144
Tioga 8,980 10,443 18.000
Cottomood L aka 8,226 11,360 22.690
Kpplag 9,646 11,475 18.000
Wildrose 10.542 13,990 26.540
Grenora 7,663 9,584 22.736
fetal 153,881 115,670
gr/i&ed and consolidated schools
Buford 3,469 2,555 8.470
Sight fill© 4,983 5,817 10.388
Lindahl 2,472 3,901 20.392
Wheeled: 5,910 7,459 22.354
Barr Butte 4,268 5,31? 30.700
Bound Prairie 2,405 3,960 16.626
Pioneer 2,530 4,306 16.400
Bigstone 4,106 6,162 13.688
Hartland 3,348 4,308 11.908
Thorstad 5,738 6,897 20.00
Brooklyn 3,907 5,376 31.188
Springterook 3,953 4,M l 19.886
Golden Valley 4,347 6,601 13.164
Hamlet 5,977 6,083 36.188
Total 71,482 56,393
rural schools
3 2,388 3,186 16.400
4 910 1,517 13.492
7 6,338 6,972 10.818
16 1,492 1,813 9.008
17 1,056 1,467 11.740
23 1,368 749b 12.000®
24 1,943 5,723 16.714
28 3,314 3,734 4.674
29 1,983 2,562 11.638
30 3,180 2,666 8.840
& _______________ _____ %sm°____ ____W,532°_____
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Table 4 (continued)
Average Property Tax Income and Average Property Taxes 
Levied In School Districts of Williams County 
for the Five-Tear Period 1930-1334




$ 1.995 t 2,890. 12.290
34 724 2,164* 14.000*
35 1,657 2,852 13.070
36 1,874 2,731 13.560
38 1,331 1,751 9.134
39 1,517 1,851 10.100
42 1,642 2,644 11*382
8.462*43 1,176 1,290*
44 1,165 1,354 9.34
46 516 923 11.486
65 1,534 2,656 12.313
66 2,115 3,573 21.200
6? 1,046 1,348* 9.084*
70 882 1,100 17.788
71 2,676 3,632 18.002
72 929 1,106* 7.574*
73 987 1,528 17.552
76 1,760 3,377 15.334
77 60S* 1,226* 10.100*
79 1,380 2,039* 14.800
80 876 1,740 21.000
83 724 1,395* 10.620*
83 802 1,251 13.334
84 604 717* 7.736*
86 1,652 2,790 14.486
87 486 670b 8.948*
89 461 481* 4.024*
91 1,582 2,722 18.042
92 1,190 1,810* 12.980*
93 1,814 2,727 16.140
96 909 1,175* 10.676*
97 1,189 1,847 13.784
---- Sfcoaa.----
•Includes levy for tuition in districts not maintaining high 
schools.
*So levy in 1930 
®Ho levy in 1933 
levy in 1931 
rMo report made in 1934
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Conclusions
Great variations In total Income exist among the school dis­
tricts of Williams County.
One-fourth of the rural districts have per school incomes of 
less than 600 dollars.
The district tax supplies the greater portion of funds available 
for sohool mrposes in Williams County.
The state and county apportionments supply a comparatively small 
portion of the total income, but, nevertheless, ranking second in 
amount of revenue furnished. The rural schools show He highest per­
centage from this source.
The state apportionment furnishes a little on re than twice as 
much revenue to the school districts as does the county apportionment.
State aid contributed a small portion of the total income to 
classified school districts, but ranks somewhat higher in percentage 
In the other two groups.
Property tax incomes fall short of reaching the property tax 




In order that they may secure better facilities of housing, plant 
operation, instructional service and the meeting of other expenses, the 
school districts of Korth Dakota are permitted by leer to secure credit 
from various sources under restrictions specified by law. Such credit 
may he in one of the three following forms: (a) the sale of bonds,
(b) the sale of certificates of indebtedness, and (o) the issuance of 
registered warrants. Bonds had been used almost exclusively in the 
financing of building programs until a recent lav* made it possible to 
refinanoo certificates of indebtedness through the sale of bonds. Pay­
ments on such bonds are met through special lory on the school district 
by the county auditor, the receipts handled and paid by the auditor with­
out distribution to the local districts.
Certificates of indebtedness are short terra loans of from one to 
eighteen months, issued on the security of due and uncollected taxes 
for specified years. '%e uncollected taxes pledged for this purpose are 
held by the county auditor until the collections for those years reach a 
sum covering the certificates.
In a law** effective July 1, 1933, school districts are penult ted, 
on inability to find market for their certificates of indebtedness after 
the fulfillment of advertising requirements, to issue and register 
warrants to the amount of previously unpledged uncollected taxes. Thin 
last form of Indebtedness has become widely used during the depression
%>aws of Morth Dakota, 1931, pp. 341-343.
^aws of Korth Dakota, 1933, p. 370.
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a»l drought period when the securing of short tern credit became al­
most impossible,
Total Indebtedness of School Districts 
Table 5 represents the total indebtedness of school districts 
in Williaras County on June 30# 1934, the date terminating the five-year 
period herein studied. This total was secured by adding the bonded in­
debtedness, the certificates of indebtedness outstanding, end the war­
rants outstanding on that date. As indicated In the table, the eight 
classified school districts were carrying an indebtedness which ranged 
from 12,382.01 dollars to 297,161 dollars. The grand total for the 
classified schools reached 604,602.61 dollars, an average of 46,600.20 
dollars per district. Twelve of the fourteen graded and consolidated 
school districts had an Indebtedness of some kind. Buford and Bight 
Mile (Trenton) districts had no debt. Of the others Hartland# Thors tad, 
Brooklyn and Golden Valley had bonded indebtedness only, while fheelock 
had an Indebtedness of bonds and certificates, but recorded no out­
standing warrants. This group had a total indebtedness of 147,601.76 
dollars, an average of 10,542.98 dollars per district. Bight of the 
forty-three rural districts had no debt whatsoever. The other districts 
indicated some form of indebtedness ranging from 80.34 dollars to 
14,390.88 dollars in amount. Those rural districts had a grand total 
indebtedness of 171,506.38 dollars, m  average of 3,988.60 dollars per 
district.
Bonded Indebtedness of School Districts 
Table 6 presents the figures relating to the bonded indebtedness 
of each of the districts in Williams County dinring the neriod beginning
26
Tnble S
The Total Indebtedness of School Districts of Williams 











williston $ 305,000 13,151.95 297,181.95
Reason 40,000 9,000 9,368.00 58,368.00
Sauk Valley 27,800 6,500 33,300.00
Tioga 13,000 5,364.99 17,364.99
Cottonwood Lake 50,400 2,300 6,000.14 58,200.14
Bpping 12,000 382.01 12,382.01
Wildroae 83,000 16,515.63 4,019.89 103,535.53
Grenora 33,00 1,300 34,300.00
Total 5153,300 34,415.63 37,286.98 604,502.61
Average 66,680 4,301.96 4,660.87 46,600.30
graded and consolidated schools
Buford
Ki^xt Mile
Lindahl 6,000 4,330.00 2,689.36 13,019.36
Wheeloak 14,000 5,000.00 19,000.00
Barr Butte 21,000 1,900.00 1,595.13 34,495.13
Hound Prairie 5,000 4,050.00 1,730.90 10,770.90
Pioneer 6,000 3,455.00 3,637.27 13,092.22
Bigs tone 1,000 1,050.00 2,726.58 4,776.58
Hartland 3,500 3,500.00
Thorstad 6,000 6,000.00
Brooklyn 3,000 1,500.00 2,543.64 7,043.64
Springbrook 15,500 15,500.00
Golden Valley 3,000 3,000.00
Haalet 30,000 6,000.00 3,404.06 28,404.06
Total 104,000 25,385.00 18,316.76 147,601.76
Average 7,428.57 1,806.07 1,308.34 10,542.98
rural schools




16 7,000 3,030.76 9,020.75
17 7,500 881.59 8,381.59
33 2,400 1,500.00 1,947.11 5,847.11
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35 11,600 3,790.88 14,390.88
36 3,000 1,077.96 4,077.96
38
39 3,000 816.08 2,816.08
42 2,000 2,556.68 889.89 5,446.57
43
44
46 1,000 155.53 1,155.53
65 6,000 4,412.00 1,019.42 11,431.42
66 3,800.00 .1,491.89 3,991.89
67 880.24 880.24
70 3,000 347.78 3,347.78
71 3,500 3,500.00
72
73 500 1,500.00 2,000.00
76 6,000 2,600.00 766.29 9,366.29
77 1,527.35 1,627.36
79 1,200 1,000.00 1,372.37 3,572.37
80 4,000 772.50 3,199.84 6,972.34
82 1,000.00 1,821.32 2,821.32
83 4,000 1,245.64 2,203.64 7,449.28
84 1,000 1,000.00
86 3,500 3,436.00 6,935.00
87 600.00 397.42 99V.42
89
91 900 3,000.00 1,721.32 4,621.82
93 900.00 456.34 1,356.34
93 1,000 700.00 2,599.06 4,299.06
96 1,500 852.88 2,352.88
97 1,800.00 2,000.00 3,800.00
Total $ 87,200 44,809.75 39,495.63 171,605.38
Awafis______________2*937*88.. _ __.ag«fl)L..__ sum,sg,..
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July If 1929 and ending June 30* 2.334, At the beginning of the five- 
year period» all eight classified schools had bonds outstanding, lipping 
listed the lowest with £6,000 dollars and Williston the highest with 
156,000 dollars. She total for all classified districts wee 476,700 
dollars. During the five-year period, four classified school districts 
sold bonds totaling 301,400 dollars. Of tills amount, Williston issued 
bonds totaling 270,000 dollars in the erection of a new building and 
the other three districts issued bonds to take up certificates of in­
debtedness as permitted under the ne-nr law. They redeemed 94,000 
dollars in bonds (62 per cent of the 1929 amount) during the five-year 
period but this redemption did not offset the new amounts issued so 
that the 1934 total of ©33,000 dollars surpassed the initial amount 
by 46,500 dollars. Two districts, Williston and Sauk Talley ' pedal, 
showed a greater bonded indebtedness on June 30, 1934 than in 1929.
Sauk Valley has Issued 7,000 dollars in bonds for the purpose of meet­
ing post due certificates of indebtedness, meanwhile redeeming only 
2,700 dollars in bonds. During the five-year period Tioga, Upping,
Hay and Grenora, show a favorable retirement of bonds! Tioga retired 
sixty-seven per cents Kpping, fifty-three per cent* Hay thirty per 
cent and Grenora, twoaty-ooven per cent of the bonded indebtedness.
Graded and consolidated school districts had 138,600 dollars 
outstanding in bonds in 1929. This amount was reduced but sixteen per 
cent to 116,400 dollars by 1934 bee; se of the issuance of 15,600 
dollars in bonds in the erection of a new building at £prlngbrook.
During the five-year period, only three graded and consolidated dis­
tricts Issued new bonds, Springbrook for the constructions of the new
Table 6
Treads In Banded Indebtedness of School Districts of 
Williaras County* July 1* 1829, to June 30, 1934
District









Willistan $ 186,000 270,000 141, 000 288,000
Besson 57,(XX) 17,000 40,000
Siitdc Valley 23,800 7,000 2,700 27,800
Tioga 31,200 9,300 12,000
Cottonwood lake 60,000 9,400 19,000 50,400
lipping 25,000 18,000 13,000
Wildrose 90,000 15,000 22,000 83,000
Grenora 34,000 9,000 33,000
Total 476,700 301,400 294,900 533,200
graded and consolidated schools
Buford ] ».
Bight Mile
lin&ahl 10,600 4,600 6,000
Whaelock 18,000 4,000 14,000
Ban* Butte 33,000 12,000 21,000
Bound Prairie 3,000 3,000 1,000 5,000
Pioneer 20,000 14,000 6,000
Bigs tone 1,000 1,000
Hartl«aia 8,000 4,500 3,500
Thorstad 10,000 9,000 600 18,400
Brooklyn 4,000 1,000 3,000
Bpringbrook 15,800 15,500
Golden Valley 6,000 3,000 3,000
Hsaalet 38,000 5,000 20,000







17 5,000 3,800 1,000 7,500
23 1,300 2,400 1,200 2,400
24 11,000 4,000 7,000
28 _____ MQSL... ...........
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Trends in Bonded Indebtedness of School. Districts of 
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35 10,000 6,600 5,000 11,600
36 4,000 1,000 3,000
38
39 4,000 2,000 2,000








71 3,300 2,000 1,800 3,500
72
73 2,500 2,000 500
76 13,000 7,000 6,000
77














building and Hound Prairie and Thorstod for the payment of certificates 
of ind btednose. Two districts, Buford aiad. Bight Mil* (Trenton), had 
no bonded indebtedness chxrinf the period. The graded end consolidated 
group rodooraed 49,700 dollars in bonds (36 per cent of the 1939 total) 
during the five-year period. Golden Volley, Hartlraad, Pioneer, Lindahl 
redeemed a very high percentage of their bonds. All other districts 
mad© satisfactory attempts to retire their bonds, with the exception of 
Thorstnd, which redeemed only six per cent and Big-stone, Phidh failed 
to reduce its indebtedness, Springbrook naturally failed to enter the 
redemption column due to the re centners of its bond issue.
Twenty-three rural districts were free from any bonded indebted­
ness in 1929 and seventeen of these same districts were still bond 
debt free in 1934. The other twenty districts indicated a total bonded 
indebtedness of 98,960 dollars in 1929. Ten districts issued new bonds 
totaling 28,400 dollars (an Increase of nearly 29 per cent over the 
1929 total) during the five-year period. Thee© thirty districts re­
deemed 40,150 dollars in bonds during the period which left a bonded 
indebtedness of 87,300 dollars still outstanding in 1934. Only two 
districts fully retired their bonds during the period.
Certificates of Indebtedness
A study of the certificate© of indebtedness column of Table 7 
indicates a widespread use of this form of short term credit. Four 
Close if led districts had sold a total of 30,686.65 dollars in 1929, of 
which Wildrose had 24,000 dollars. All districts, except Willieton, 
availed the.--selves of the use of certificates of Indebtedness, during 
the fivo-yoar period studied, issuing a total of 68,419.33 dollars.
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fable 7
Treadle in Certificates of Indebtedness!) of School Districts 
of Willims County, July 1, 1939 to June 30, 1934
Certificates Certifi- Certifi- Balance in
District Outetanding cates Is- cates He- Certificates
July U  1939 ____ sued_______ deeried June 1934
classified schools
Williston
Hesoon $ 660.00 17,600.00 9,260.00 9,000.00
S state Volley 9,000.00 6,364.60 9,884.60 5,500.00
Tioga 3,000.00 3,000.00
Cottonwood Dates 8,036.65 10,569.00 14,395.65 2,200.00
Kpping 3,650.00 2,650.00
Wiidiutso 34,000.00 15,515.62 23,000.00 16,515.63
Crenora 3,700.00 1,500.00 1,200.00
Total 39,686.65 58,419.33 63,690.25 33,415.63
graded and consolidated schools
Buford
Di#*t iiio
Lindahl 7,838.75 3,498.75 4,330.00
Wheelodk 7,000.00 12,000.00 14,000.00 5,000.00
Barr Butte 1,500.00 4,450.00 4,050.00 1,900.00
Hound Prairie 3,500 15,618.00 14,068.00 4,060.00
Pioneer 4,455.00 3,000.00 2,455.00
Bigstone 1,800.00 1,050.00 1,800.00 1,060.00
Hartlaad
Thorstad 6,000.00 8,000.00 11,000.00
Brooklyn 4,000.00 3,500.00 1,500.00
Springbrook
Golden Valley
HaB&et 8,000.00 8,877.89 11,877.89 5,000.00






16 2,092.76 72.00 2,020.75
17 3,000.00 600.00 3,500.00
33 4,400.00 2,900.00 1,500.00




Trends in Certificates of Indebtedness of School Districts
of Williams County* July 1* 1929 to June TO, 1934
Certificates Oertlfi- Certify- Balance In
District Outstanding cates I si Oates He- Certificates
....Jttly. 1« .1929..... sued...... dee„#;ci June 1934
rurel schools
29 6*090.00 3,000.00 3,090.00
30
31 139.86 I39.ee










65 7,612.00 3,300.00 4,413.00






76 5,800.00 320.00 2,600.00
77
79 1,000.00 1,000.00








93 1,020.00 120.00 900.00
93 700.00 1,000.00 700.00
96
97 XfSCH .00 1,800.00
gpJ&l____ . ...____________________________ ■jflJUIiBUflfi.
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However Boy, Alamo, and Wildrose made the major use of them. Certifi­
cates totaling 63,690.25 dollars wore redeemed during the five-year 
period. The records show that at least 31,400 dollars of the above 
amount, tins paid off through the issuance of bonds.
In the graded .-nd consolidated group, six of the fourteen dis­
tricts had 28,800 dollars in certificates of indebtedness outstanding 
in 1929. Hina districts availed themselves of the use of certificates 
during the five-year period, selling 83,279.64 dollars, with Bheelock, 
Lindahl and Hamlet heading the list. The nine districts redeemed 
64,794.64 dollars during the same period, in ishich haelock, Thorstad 
and Haa&et retired taore than they issued and Barr Butte and Bound 
Prairie very nearly as ia*ch os they Issued. One rural district, out 
of the forty-three, had certificates of indebtedness outstanding in 
1929 to the amount of 3,000 dollars. Thirty-two sold certificates 
totaling 82,991.61 dollars. Sight districts redeemed all certificates 
of indebtedness they had issued during the five-year period! fifteen 
redeemed a portion; while nine districts failed to redeem any. The 
year 1934 saw 44,809.45 dollars in certificates of indebtedness still 
outstanding, ranging from 600 dollars in district 87 to 4,413 dollars 
in District 6S.
Warrants Outstanding
The criterion for determining to what extent warrants outstand­
ing could be considered a part of the district*s indebtedness presented 
somewhat of a problem. The records did not in any way separate the 
registered warrants from the cash warrants but did record the cash on 
hand at the end of the year, thus giving mi arbitraiy standard by which
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to determine what districts were I'inaneing thwnoelv** through regis­
tered waxrettia. Use data of warrants out stem* lug for the various 
districts m  listed in 2?&ble 5 wore determined by cmaBaring warrants 
outstanding with cash on hand as listed in the record© of the amaty 
superintendent. School district* with sufficient oaah on hand to 
cover the listed warrants outstanding wer»» v .itted froia the table as 
It was felt that the warrants had merely failed to be presented before 
the date- of the report* «here the outstanding warrants greatly ex­
ceeded the cash on hand* the go nerd deduction was made that the war­
rants were of a registered type. Classified school districts showed 
ft total of 3*?,286.96 dollars in outstanding warrants* an amount ex­
ceeding the total of the certificates of indebtedness. Sauk Valley 
end Qrenora indicated a lack of outstanding warrants while Upping 
had a very snail amount. In the grafted and consolidated group* seven 
districts lied m  indebtedness of 18,316.76 dollars in the form of 
warrants, Barr Butte had tha lowust amount with 1,698.13 dollars toad 
Pioneer hod the highest amount with 3,687.37 dollars, Twenty-six 
rural sdUool districts lrsdicc.tod enough outstanding warrants over cash 
on hand to conclude that the total indebtedness of outstanding war­
rant* was 39,495.63 dollars, appnuttaateXy 6,000 dollars bolow the 
total for certificates of indebtedness.
Tax bevies for Interest and Sinking fund 
table 8, which displays the individual levy for interest and 
sinking fund, the general levy and the total levy, is probably of great­
est interest to the tax power in that it gives hi® an idea how his 
school tax dollar is distributed. The averages are somewhat affected
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t«U* a
The Coaparlaon In Mills of the Average Tex Fund Levy and Average 
Sinking Toad Levy with the Average Total Levy of the School 
Districts of William County for the Five-Tear Period
1930-1934
District Total General SinkingT 3L - . n n . i3  T  - - - - - - - - - Per Cent of Sink-
f i classified schools
Williston 38.742 25.676 13.066 34
Wesson 30.996 33.174 7.822 25
Bank Valley 30.362 23.144 7.118 34
Tioga 23.13 18.00 4.12 19
Cottonwood Lake 37. B1 22.59 14.92 40
Kppiag 21.33 18.00 3.33 16
wildrose 41.908 26.54 15.418 3?
Orenora 33.212 22.736 10.476 32
graded and consolidated schools
Buford 8.47 8.47 *>
Elpht Mile 10.388 10.388 - * s >
Lindahl 30.104 20.392 4.762 19
Wheelock 27.736 32.304 5.382 19
Barr Butte 31.818 20,TO 11.118 35
Hound Prairie 17.580 15.636 1.954 11
Pioneer 23.142 16.40 5.743 26
Bigstone 13.714 13.668 .046® -
Hartland 13.400 11.908 1.492 11
Thors tad 24.422 20.00 4.432 18
Brooklyn 23.684 31.188 2.496L 11
prlngbrook 32.103 19.886 6.216° 20
Golden Valley 15.258 13.164 2.094 14
Haaiet 34.790 26.188 8.802 25
rural schools
3 19.75 16.40 3.35 17
4 12.493 12.492 - _
7 10.818 10.818 m -
16 12.040 9.008 3.532 38
17 17.438 11.74 5.688 33
33 13.368 12.006 1.358 10
34 33.338 16.714 5.624 25
38 4.738 4.674 ,0f4a a
39 12.148 11.638 .51 .04
30 8.84 8.84 m. «»
31 12.033 12.0235 m
22_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .i&ia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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Table 8 (continued)
The Comparison In utile of the Average Tax Fund levy and Average 
Sinking Punr! Levy with the Average Total Levy of the School 
Districts of Wllliaae County for the Five-Teer Period
1930-1934
District TotalL e w




36 23.698 13.07 9.628 43
36 13.544 13.56 1.984 13
38 9.134 9.134 - «.
39 12.05 10.10 1.95 16
43 12.494 11.382 1.113 9
43 10.08 8.463 1.618® 16
44 9.853 9.34 .512“ 5
46 12.363 11.486 .87# 7
65 16.362 13.312 3.508 23
66 22.34 21.30 1.04® 5
6? 9.084 9.004® as •
70 33.388 17.788 8.80fc 2
71 18.976 18.002 .974 5
73 7.574 7.574® as -
73 19.328 17.553 1.6?6f 7
76 18.860 15.334 3.526 19
77 10.10 10.10® as
79 15.634 14.80® .834.
3.918°
6
80 34.918 21.00 12
83 10.62 10.62® -
83 18.670 13.334 5.336 30
84 9.833 7*736® 2.086. 21
86 16.278 14.486 1.742° 11
87 ft ckLft 8.948® m «,
89 4.034 4.0:34® as as
91 18.043 18.043 •
93 19.98 12.98® •
93 17.50 16*14; 1.378 7
96 11.976 10.676® 1.30 •
22— - ------____ ..-JUMP*.. as as
Retired In 1930 (first year)
*First Levy 1933
^Retired In 1931 (second year)
^Flrst Levy 1933
^Retired in 1933 (third year)
*bne year emitted - no report 
l«»vy node one year
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by the redaction of taxable valuations from seventy-five to fifty per 
cent under the lav passed in 1932, This reduction tended to cause an 
increase in the levies after that year for although the valuations had 
been lowered* the expenditures remained constant and therefore could 
only he net through an increased levy.
The classified school districts indicated a total tax levy range 
from the low of 21.33 mills at Spring to the high of 41.968 mills at 
Vildrose. Six districts had a total levy of thirty mills or more. The 
general fund levy for those six districts ran well above eighteen mills, 
indicating that an extra levy election had been resorted to in order 
to raise the funds necessary to maintain their schools. The sinking 
fund levies ranged from the low of 3.33 mills at Kpping to the high 
of 16.418 mills at Wildrose, each of the individual school districts 
holding approximately the same ranking as in the total levy colum. 
Buford ranked lowest in the graded and consolidated group with a 
total tax levy of 8.47 mills and Haslet ranked the highest with & 
total tax levy of 34.79 mills. Barr Butts also had a tax levy above 
thirty mills. Three other districts tm  total levies averagii^j between 
twenty-five and thirty mills. Seven districts of this group have 
general fund levies above the legal limit of sixteen mills, while the 
general fund tax levt range is from 8.47 mills to 23.354 mills. Three 
districts show no levy for sinking fond purposes. Barr Butte ranks high­
est in this column with 11.118 mills levied for interest and sinking 
fund purposes and Blgstona low with .046 mills. The rural districts also 
show a groat total tax levy rang® with a low of 4.034 mills in District 






































The Average Indebtedness Per Child Bmrollod of HoJtool Districts 











































The Average Indebtedness Per Child Enrolled of School Districts 
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per child indebtedness In tho clnr©lflod *ronp oafl the .graded sad con­
solidated mpy he attributed to th© erection of nor boil'* lags In
roost of the district© of thane ten groupc potc tine in the cent ton 
or fifteen yearn.
Conclusions
Crept Variations mvi iaepneMitea ©riot In debt cornice srtong 
the school district^ of WiHlr®*© County,
I’hroo-fourths of the school districts of w113lorn County hare 
tat Indobtedneafi of eonw kind.
Use bonded indebteanes- of tho classified nchool group Increased 
sli^tly in aflMBt during the fife-yua* period studied* although slxty- 
t m  rv?r cent of the previously leonod hands were retired* T,v«n though 
the grndod nnd consolidated school group Itemed cos© non bonds during 
the fiira-yecjr period they retired a larger ®*acrw*t to reduce their 
bonded liv’nbtedneo* n^urorlwete?y one-sixth. Rural school districts 
show tt reduction in total bonded indebtedness, temlng apprcorlurtoly 
three-fourthfi an taich os they retired.
Approxlmtely thirty-one thoneani doll era in bond© wore issued 
to tske up certificates of Indebtedness In the classified school group.
Pour of the oifht classified, school districts show * frvorable 
reduction and retirement of outot^nding bonds, fhe a&Jortty of the 
districts In both the graded end consolidated group end the rural school 
group mode favorable reductions la their bended indebtedness.
All three group® of schools raode extensive use of certificate a 
of Indebtedness during the five-year period.
fhe olossified school districts and the graded .sad consolidated
46
school districts redeemed slightly nor* certificate?, than they issued 
during: the five-year period, cSthemrfi the record? show the fonanr 
lasuod bonds to rod tern r.jiproxiaiatcly one-half of their entrant and the 
letter iesrad bonds to retire npproxi -safely one-fifth of their cr/rent.
Sural school districts ir.croosed their total certificates of 
Isdobtedne .-ran thouafmd to -fire thousand dollars.
Inlet) tedr-o os In the for*- of outatsutiiur raw  ante -recced the 
Eswart of ou%?itta*diag esriifietxtes In the c la ss if ied  group. I t  was ap­
pro -dtufetoly two-thirds »s las®* in the :*reded snd consol If r.tod. group 
end f e l l  lu st short of reaching tho entrant of O'tct-'■‘'’inr ccrtlfice%e« 
In the rural group.
Levies for Interest end cirJdag fund per-^aen j»bow r. groat 
r-Tijc re-sac the school districts of cadi group.
Classified school districts shew c high of thirty-sis per cent 
of the told levy gates for iatsyert tad sinking fund purposes, with 
six of the eight classified schorl dictrlctc using twenty-five jer cent 
of their total liny for that purpose. In the graded and consolidated 
r.cbeol group end the rural school group, the interest aad r. luting fund 
lor;' ranged from no por cant to thirty-firs per esat ia the formr and 
from no per coat to forty-tro per oeat la the latter.
Groat inequalities exist among districts ia indebtedness per 
child enrolled, The indebtedness per child carolled rcaka four and 
one-half to fire times higher in aone clticciflod school districts than 
in other classified school districts. ®he other two groups 'Iso 
show treaendoue variations.
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The ausenaat of indebtedness per child enrolled of the high 
ranking school district in each of the three groups of school dis­
tricts is nearly identical*
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C H A M I  4
THK COMPARAfITK ABILITY OF « K  SCHOOL DISTRICTS IB 
WILLIAMS COUBfY TO SUPPORT KDWATIO*
Inasmuch as great variations and inequalities exist in aurces 
of income* it may be expected that such inequalities should also exist 
in ability of school districts to support education, iecause the 
greater part of the school revenue in this state comes from property 
taxation* ability to support schools must necessarily be estimated 
through assessed valuations. Her will the mere study of valuations re­
veal the true ability in that many individual factors such as variations 
in the number of children attending school tend to increase the burden 
of support. The ability index seems therefore best arrived at through 
the medium of assessed valuation per child enrolled. A high valuation 
with a low enrollment cannot but mean a greater ability to support 
schools thrift a high valuation with a high enrollment or the more ex­
treme instances of a low valuation and a high enrollment.
Bata relating to assessed valuations* enrollixmts, assessed 
valuations per child and such other factors as bear on these elements 
have therefore been gathered end compiled. The railroad milesge and 
land area in sections have been included because of the pert they play 
in the assessed valuations of the districts in which they are found.
The 1932 law which reduced taxable valuations from seventy-five to 
fifty per cent prohibited the use of the straight taxable valuations 
as a basis for data* so valuations listed in the reports of the county 
superintendent were increased to one hundred per cunt in order to 
make the amounts throughout the five-year period proportionate.
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Total Assessed Valuations
As la to be Imagined, avenge assessed vitiations for the five- 
year period varied greatly among the Various districts as Indicated by 
Table 10 and Table 11. Willis ton with 4,057,840 dollars had the high­
est assessed valuation in the county and in the classified school 
group, Grenora with 601,1582 dollars hod the lowest in the same group. 
Outside of Season, whose valuation averaged above the million dollar 
marie, the other classified districts ranked unifonidy close together.
It is interesting to note that Orenora has only about one-half the 
number of sections of land la its district end holds lose railroad 
mileage then the other classified school dl trlots, factors which 
undoubtedly have a great influence in deter dning its relative rank.
Klfht Kile District led the graded sad consolidated group with 
an assessed valuation three times as large as that of Llndehl's. Eight 
Mile District takes in forty sections of land and eight and one-half 
miles of railroad as compared with Lindahl's thirty-six sections and 
no railroad mileage. Of the other four districts in this group who
I
had an assessed valuation Just below 400,000 dollars, Bound Prairie, 
Pioneer, and Brooklyn have less than a mile of railroad, while Barr 
Butte includes only eighteen and one-half sections of land.
She rural school district groups showed extraordinary extremes. 
District 7 with its valuation of 1,214,523 dollars even surpassed all 
the schools in the classified group except WUllvten. This is not 
surprising when it is noted that it includes sixty-nine sections of 
land rmd seven miles of railroad. This figure becomes even more im­
pressive when compared with District 70, whose valuation is 92,310
50
Table 10
The Average Assessed Valuation jPer Child in School
Districts of Willisana County, 1930-1934
Assessed Children 0Assessed Miles Sections
District Valuation* Enrolled 1F&luatlon of Roll- of Lend
J
classified schools
Williston $4,057,840 1,464 2,791 12.6 7
Wesson 1,023,700 267 3,839 6,5 36
Sauk Valley 608,636 96 5,411 5.0 35
Tioga 702,217 222 3,145 6.0 36
Cottonwood Lake 685,22*7 150 4,66: 6.5 36
Epping 964,766 147 6,570 6.5 37
Wildrose 801,700 288 3,784 8.0 48
Granora 601,282 214 3,810 5.0 18
Total 9,445,248 2,838 31,918 56.0 253
Average 1,180,668 355 3,990 7.0 31.7
graded and consolidated schools
Buford 372,255 31 12,170 4.5 14
Eight Mile 896,809 78 11,485 8.5 40
Lindahl 296,544 49 6,052 ee 36
V/heelock 511,140 51 10,022 7.5 13
Barr Butte 388,370 94 4,130 4 18.25
Bound Prairie 382,545 52 7,485 1 57
Pioneer 394,314 61 6,464 we- 51
Bigstone 594,473 81 7,339 6 36
Hartiana 536,342 46 11,225 6 36
Thorstad 529,639 88 6,019 4 30
Brooklyn 376,997 59 6,390 .6 34
Sprlagbrook 384,028 59 6,509 4.6 18
Golden Valley 639,148 46 13,894- 6 36
Hamlet 355,307 77 4,613 4.6 34
Total 6,661,911 872 113,747 64.1 453.26
Average 475,837 62 8,1 5 4.6 32
rural school)I3 296,745 36 1 11,413 - 36
4 214,655 25 9,333 m 36
7 1,214,533 74 16,412 7 69
16 324,728 42 7,731 36
17 195,313 27 7,236 33
23 328,430 40 8,210 36
24 314,933 39 8,076 «» 36
23 _______ as____J L M 2 8 ___— §______JBQ...
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Sable 10 (continued)
Tha Average Assessed Valuation Per Child in - chool 













30 529,726 2b 18,919 3.5 35
31 293,328 55 5,333 - 36
33 360,077 42 8,875 - 36
34 330,929 36 9,192 mm 3€
35 330,650 40 8,414 • 36
36 249,748 56 4,460 _ 36
38 299,290 36 8,313 - 36
39 280,264 50 5,605 m 36
43 387,290 49 7,904 m 51
43 268,460 34 7,602 m. 33
44 213.962 26 8,518 _ 18
46 133,094 14 8,792 m 27
66 354,707 72 4,926 m 36
66 285,925 27 9,478 mm 36
67 280,821 25 11,232 mm 36
70 92,310 10 9,231 • 17
n 328,320 33 9,946 «* 36
72 293,701 39 7,531 - 36
73 144,352 14 13,168 22
76 337,536 33 10,288 « 36
77 144,383 18 10,816 m 36
79 316,296 38 8,384 mm 60
60 128,020 26 4,924 mm 26.582 229,890 22 10,450 m m 23.582 148,987 82 6,772 27
84 151,484 12 12,624 mm 2706 299,951 55 5,464 m , 36
87 176,724 10 17,672 m m 3689 190,403 U 17,309 1.5 36
91 327,108 41 7,978 s» 2892 232,362 38 6,230 mm 3693 253,101 37 6,840 mm 3690 190,807 10 19,381 .6 3697 306,742 26 7,952 - 36
Total $12,865,489 1,475 406,991 18.5 1,513Average 398,965 34 9,511 .43 35
— a s asajaa .. jaufts___JLSfislL.
*To the nearest dollar
n  p
Table U
The Averssge Aeoeaeed of School Districts in
Will lame County for the yire-Year Period 1959-1934









800- 899 Wildrose FiHit Mile #38
700- 799 Tioga










300- 399 Buford 
Barr Butte f 16, 23, 24
Hound Prairie 29, 33, 34
Pioneer 35, 42, 65




300- 299 Lindahl #3, 4, 31
36, 38, 39 
43, 44, 66
67, 73, 82 
86, 92, 93 
97
#17, 46, 73 




dollars in view of only seventeen sections of lend raid no railroad 
property was the lowest In the rural school group. As shown In Table 
11* two other districts* districts 28 and 20* ranked above the 
500*000 dollar mark. The majority of the rural districts* however* 
were grouped very definitely between one hundred thouB.nd and four 
hundred thousand dollars.
A glance at the enrollment column of Table 10 Indicates that no 
relationship existed between the else of the assessed valuation and 
the else of the enrollment in any one school district. Upping had a 
larger assessed valuation than most of the classified schools but 
ranked next to the lowest In enrollment. School districts in both the 
graded and consolidated and the rural groups which ranked very close in 
respect to assessed valuation* indicated a very high variation in en­
rollments. Son* of the schools had twice the enrollment that the 
others had.
Assessed Valuation Per Child
Column three of Table 10 and especially Table 12 reveal the in­
equalities which existed throughout the county in assessed valuations 
per child enrolled. Especially striking are the rankings indicated by 
the latter. Bpping* with 6*570 dollars per child* led the classified 
group in ability to support its schools and Sank Talley ranked second. 
The former had approximately 2.4 times the ability end the latter near­
ly twice the ability to support its schools than did the three lowest 
ranking classified schools Williston, Wildrose, and Oresora. Wildrose 
seems the least able with the low nuking of 2,784 dollars per child. 
Golden Valley, Buford* Eight Mile* Hart land and Wheelodk led the graded
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The Average Assessed Valuation Per Child Enrolled of 
School Districts of Williams County for the 
Five-Tear Period 1930-1934
’Table 12
Thousands Classified Graded and Rural
of Dollars
19 to 30 PI
18 to 19 #30
17 to 18 #87, 89
16 to 17 
15 to 16 
14 to 15
#7
13 to 14 Golden Valley #73
12 to 13 Buford #84
11 to 12 Eiidit Mile 
Hartiand #3, 67
10 to 11 Wheelock #76,77,82,38
9 to 10 #4, 29,34
66,70,71
8 to 9 #33*34,33
35,38,44
46,79
7 to 8 Hound Prairie #16,17,42
Bigs tone 43,72,91
97









4 to 5 Cottonwood Lake Barr Butte 
Hamlet
#36,65,80










and consolidated, group in the order listed* Golden Volley having 13*894 
dollars per child enrolled. 'Phase districts have considerable railroad 
mileage and a happy balance of land or small enrollments. Barr Butte 
ranked the lowest in this group in assessed valuation per child* 
indicating 4*130 dollars.
The rural districts seemed by far the most able to maintain 
their schools. District 96* because of a full thirty-six sections of 
land and an exceedingly small enrollment of tan pupils for the entire 
district showed an extraordinary per child valuation of 19*881 dollars. 
District 30 came a close second with 18*919 dollars per child. Dis­
trict 7* which had the highest total assessed valuation in the rural 
group, showed a per child valuation of 16*412 dollars even though its 
enrollment totaled 78 pupils. Very noticeable is the fact that all 
but six rural districts showed a per child valuation above Epping, the 
highest in the classified group. All but nine rural districts ranked 
higher than the lower half graded and consolidated districts. District 
30 ranked lowest with 4,460 dollars per child. The ranges in assessed 
valuation per child from high to low in each one of the three groups 
were as follows! classified school districts, 6,570 dollars to 2,784 
dollarst graded ana consolidated school districts* 13,894 dollars to 
4*613 dollars; and rural school districts* 19*881 dollars to 4*400 
dollars.
Comparison of Assessed Valuations Per Child
To obtain a comparison of the three groups of school districts 
in total assessed valuations* assessed valuations per child and the 




Comparison of Classified, Graded and Consolidated, and Rural 













classified $1,180,668 336 $ 3,990 ?.o 31.7
consolidated 
and graded 475,83? 62 8,125 4.6 32.0
rural..... .... jsaftifflg...____24____ _____2 sfflUL,..
®To the nearest dollar
Per Child Income as a Unit of Measure 
Previous paragraphs have indicated the inequalities that exist 
among the districts of Williams County using assessed valuation as a 
unit of measure. With tax payments far below normal and the percentage 
of delinquent taxes extremely high, some question may arise as to 
whether or not school incomes might not have a place as a unit of 
measure for determining ability to support schools. Using the total 
average Incomes as listed in Table 2 of Chapter two, the income per 
child enrolled was determined and arranged in the rank order distribu­
tion in Table 14, A comparison of the position of each district In this 
table with its position in Table 12 based on the average assessed valua­
tion per child enrolled reveals sous interesting differences an well 
as si Hilarities. ?hs classified schools maintain a fairly constant 
position. Sauk Valley interchanges with Rpping and takes the top 
position and Wildrose moves up above Tioga, Willieton, end Grenora. The 
top ranking school in this group still seems over two times more able 
to support its schools then does the low ranking school under this unit 
of nmasure.
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The Averse Income Par Child Enrolled of School Districts 
of Williraas County for the Five-Year Period 1930-1934
Table 14
Dollars Classified Graded and Rural
130 to 139 #30, 96
130 to 129 Buford #73
Golden Valley
110 to 119 #3
100 to 109 Sank Valley #7, 70, 71
90 to 99 f 66
80 to 89 Epping Hartland #34




70 to 79 Besson lindahl #33, 43, 35i
l
SC a. 76
60 to 69 Bigs tone #84, 67, 44
Hound Prairie 33, 87, 89 
97, 17
60 to 59 Wlldrose Barr Butte #4, 93, 77
Tioga 46, 80, 91 
31, 79, 92 
36
40 to 49 Willieton #83, 43, 43
^renora 36, 33, 38 
39, 86, 83




Hheelodc moves to the top of the graded and consolidated group. 
Golden Valley, Buford, and Hartland districts still rank high. It will 
be noted that Bight Mile district dropped out of first place to a rsolo­
ing far down the list, while Hamlet has mowed up and Springbrook and 
Brooklyn show a ouch more favorable position. The top ranking schools 
still show greater than two times the ability then the low ranking 
school.
Districts 30 and 96 still rank far above the other schools in the 
rural group. They are again followed closely by Districts 73, 3 and 7. 
Districts 84, 87, and 89 seem to rank considerably lower under the in­
come unit of measure than the valuation unit, due undoubtedly to the 
lack of the stable income afforded by railroad property in the district. 
District 31 has moved far tip the ranking and the apparent ability under 
this set-up. District 34 has moved far down to take the low place from 
District 30. It is still evident, however, that the inequality among 
rural schools was Just as great using the income unit of measure. The 
high ranking district was still approximately four times more able than 
the low ranking district and twenty-nine districts indicate per child 
incomes of less than one-half that of the high ranking districts. The 
ranges in income per child from high to low rank in each of the three 
groups were as follows: classified group, 101.90 dollars to 42.62 dol­
lars; graded and consolidated group, 129.90 dollars to 55.76 dollars; 
and rural group, 135.50 dollars to 33.60 dollars.
To obtain a ooraparison of the three groups of school districts 
in assessed valuation per child and income per child, the following 
table was set up*
fa b le  15
Conrosxieon of Classified, Graded and Consolidated* saod Bura1 
School Districts in Ability to Support Schools*
Districts Assessed Valua­tion Per Child
Income Per 
(Mid
classified $ 3*990 $ 60
graded end 
consolidated 8»12& 81
___________a» m ______________ M __________
aAaounts expresseu to the nearest dollar
It will be noticed that the graded and consolidated school dis­
trict group surpassed the other two groups in average income per child 
enrolled, tore significance* however* can be Placed in the indication 
that the ratio between the three groups was not nearly so large in the 
income per child column as in the assessed valuation per child colum* 
Indicating that tax delinquencies were greatest in the rural districts 
and that the schools in that group did not surpass the others in ability 
as much as the assessed valuation per child ratios seemed to Indicate.
Conclusions
Extraordinary variations exist in assessed valuations within the 
three groups of school districts* the rural group showing the greatest 
variation. The above variations axe influenced greatly by the else of 
the district and the presence of railroad property within the district.
High assessed valuations do not necessarily m m  high ability to 
support schools.
One rural district has an assessed valuation far above six of 
the classified school districts.
Assessed valuation per child serves as a better unit in measur-
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ing ability to support schools than doss assessed valuation clone.
She rural districts show the greatest ability to support its 
schools. She graded and consolidated school districts rank next* 
while the classified school districts seem least able.
All but six rural districts have assessed valuations per child 
higher than the most able classified school district. The least able 
of the rural group uad also of the graded and consolidated group seem 
approximately 1.6 more able to support its schools than the least able 
of the classified group.
The wealthiest of the rural districts in assessed valuation 
per child is three times more able to support its schools than the 
wealthiest classified district and approximately 1.4 times more able 
than the wealthiest graded and consolidated district. The high rank­
ing school district in the graded and consolidated, group is more than 
twice as able as the wealthiest classified district.
Income per child ml^ht well be used as a unit of measure for 
ability to support.
She proportion of variations between the high and the low in 
each group of school districts using the income unit of ©asure is 
nearly identical to that of the assessed valuation unit. The rank 
position of the some individual districts vary considerably in their 
position in the assessed valuation per child frequency table and the 
income per child frequency table.
The spread between the high ranking school district in each of 
the three groups is not nearly so distinct in the income per child 
unit as it is in the assessed valuation per child unit.
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GHAPTriS 6
COMPARISON OF EPSORY H W  K3KTH BY THK SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF 
WILLIAMS COUNTY TO MAINTAIN THKIR SCHOOLS
The chapter Just completed has shown the great inequalities that 
exist among the school districts of Williams County* North Dakota, in 
the matter of ability to support schools. A study of comparative 
abilities is not sufficient* however* In that it does not reveal the 
extent to which districts are using that ability to secure the hipest 
possible educational facilities for its children. It does not indicate 
whether each district is putting forth the saaxinssa effort to maintain 
tiie best type of schools. Effort to support schools host necessarily 
be estimated through the medium of expenditures. Nor will expenditures 
alone reveal the true effort* for school districts having an equal ex­
penditure or an equal expenditure per child enrolled* may vary in their 
ability to support schools. Therefore the effort of a school district 
seems best revealed through a medium nhich takes both elements into 
consideration; namely* a medium expressed in the ratio of expenditure 
per child enrolled to wealth per child enrolled. Such a ratio would 
not only take into consideration the relative position of each district 
as to each of these elements but will also bring out the relation of 
the expenditure to the ability.
Other factors m y  also enter in the determination of effort put 
forth. Therefore, in order that the reader m y  interpret fully the 
comparative effort put forth by the various school districts* not only 
total expenditures, expenditures per child enrolled, end assessed valua­
tions per child enrolled are presented but also the mill levy for
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general fund running expense purposes and the average teachers' 
salaries per child are included.
Total Expenditures
Column one of Table 16 Hats the average total expenditure, the 
average enrollment and the average expenditure per child for the five- 
year period. Little needs to be said about the range of total ex­
penditures among the classified school districts as it is to be expected 
that they will vary, tost noticeable is the fact that the total ex­
penditures are not proportionate to the number of children enrolled al­
though the school districts with the highest enrollments tend to have 
the highest expenditures and vice versa. The graded and consolidated 
school districts show a range in total expenditures from a low of 
3 #103 dollars in Buford to a high of 9*686 dollars in Thors ted. The 
range in total expenditures among the rural school districts extends 
from 1,309 dollars in District 87 to 7*313 dollars in District >7. The 
average total expenditures for the three groups of school districts 
were! classified school districts* 37*274 dollars; graded and con­
solidated school districts* 6,453 dollars; and rural school districts, 
3*143 dollars. It might also be noted that the average enrollment of 
sixty-two pupils in the graded and consolidated group was nearly twice 
as high as the average of thirty-four pupils in the rural group.
The most significant facts in Table 16 as far as effort is con­
cerned is shown in column three, average expenditure per child enrolled. 
This item la derived by dividing the average total average expenditure 
by the average enrollment. Saule Valley indicated the highest ex­
penditure per child in the classified school group with 136.82 dollars
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fable 16
The Average Expenditure Per Child for School Districts of 
Willims County for the Five-Tear Period 1930-1934






Wiiliston #1 $ 102,288 1,454 $ 70.40
Masson #2 23,764 367 88.59
Sank Tallay #13 12,176 96 126.82
f iogn #15 15,463 222 69.71
Cottonwood lake #64 15,363 150 102.33
Kppiag #86 13,824 147 93.36
Wildrose #90 22,326 288 77.52
Grenora #94 13,009 214 60.88
Total 218,192 2,838
Average 37,274 355 76.84
graded and consolidated schools
Buford #5 3,102 31 100.00
HUixX ililo #6 6,631 76 85.01
Lindahl #14 5,297 49 108.10
>?heclock #25 8,119 51 159.03
Barr Butte #37 6,176 94 65.70
Hound Prairie #40 7,190 52 138.27
Pioneer #41 5,895 61 117.90
Bigstone #89 6,332 81 87.80
Hartland #63 4,737 46 103.11
Thors tad #75 9,586 38 108.70
Brooklyn #78 6,838 59 115.92
Sprinrbrook #81 5,534 59 93.80
Golden Valley #85 5,943 46 123.17
Hamlet #95 8,974 77 116.56
Total 90,344 872
Average 6,453 62 103.60
rural 1 o 9
3 3,868 26 144.77
4 2,500 25 100.00
7 7,313 74 98.96
16 3,512 42 83.62
17 2,965 27 109.82
23 4,763 40 119.08
24 4,469 39 114.08
2g_________________ _______1 l22S___ -----------gfe.___________ fikflL______
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Table 16 (contiaufjd)
The Average Expenditure Per Child for School Districts of 
Williams County for the Five-Year Period 1930-1934
District Average Total Average K»- Expenditure Per Child
rural schools
39 $ 3,240 33 $ 95.15
30 3,962 20 141.43
31 3,620 55 65.82
33 3,876 42 92.26
34 2,665 36 74.28
36 4,196 40 104.90
36 3,176 56 56.70
38 3,053 36 36.30
39 3,109 SO 62.18
42 0,512 49 71.63
43 2,638 34 74.71
44 1,871 25 76.60
46 1,587 14 113.36
65 3,878 72 53.72
66 3,660 37 135.19
6? 2,323 25 92.92
70 1,699 10 169.90
71 4,359 33 132.09
72 2,836 39 73.72
73 1,999 14 142.79
76 4,260 33 129.09
77 2,446 18 136.89
79 3,604 38 94.86
84 1,348 12 104.00
86 4,564 55 82.98
87 1,309 10 120.90
89 1,239 11 112.64
91 3,573 41 87.15
92 2,864 38 76.37
93 3,327 37 87.22
96 2,109 10 210.90
97 2,739 97 105.36
Total $ 136,134 1,473
A M B i a _______ ___________ aaaa_____ _______ 2 4 _ ___L f l u a_____
®To the nearest dollar
per child as ooispared with the lowest of 60.88 dollars at ®renora. The 
expenditure per child la the graded and consolidated school group 
ranged from 159.02 dollars at Whoelock, which had a high total ex­
penditure and an awercge enrollment, to 65.70 dollars at Barr Butte, 
which hoi an average total expenditure with a very large enrollment.
In the rural school group. District 96 indicated the astounding 
expenditure per child of .210.90 dollars, district 70 ranked second with 
169.90 dollars per child. This extremely high expenditure was due to 
the fast that each of those two districts indicated only ten pupils 
in the entire district. The average expenditure per child for each 
of the three groups for the five-year period wore as follows: classi­
fied school districts, 76.84 dollars; graded and consolidated school 
districts, 103.60 dollars; rural school districts, 91.61 dollars. It 
is especially significant that five of the eight classified school 
district® had a. lower per child expenditure than the average of the 
rural school group; end seven of tho eight classified school districts 
had an expenditure per child lower than the average for the graded and 
consolidated school group. Only on® graded and consolidated school 
district had an expenditure per child lower than the average for the 
classified school group.
Effort as Expressed in Ratio of Expenditures Per Child 
Enrolled to Wealth Per Child Enrolled
As stated In the opening paragraph of the chapter, the ratio 
obtained by dividing the expenditure per child enrolled by the assessed 
valuation per child enrolled gives a good criterion for comparing the 
effort put forth by tho various school district® of *tllian» County,
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Column three of Table 1? expresses that ratio for each of the school 
districts carried to the ten-thousandths place, the decimal point end 
a aero having been dropped in the table. The division calculation 
was carried four places with the hope that larger numbers might better 
Indicate the range in ratios, fable 18 derived from Table IV brings 
oat not only the rank position relationship of each school to the other 
schools in each group but also at the bums time pictures the relative 
position of each as eo® Jared to schools In the other two groups. These 
two tables indicate a startling variation in effort put forth among 
school districts.
In the classified school group, Wildrose, which had a ratio 
of 277, put forth the nearly twice as much effort as Nuping, which had 
a ratio of 142. Hamlet led the graded and consolidated group In effort 
with a ratio of 383, far above the other schools In its group. Bight 
Mile District ranked lowest with a ratio of 76, with Lindahl and Buford 
ranking Juat above. Hamlet, therefore, put forth nearly three times 
more effort to maintain its school than Bight -Mile, Lindahl and Buford 
districts. District 70 had the highest ratio of effort in the rural 
school district group with 185 and District 38 had the lowest ratio 
with 86. %strict 70 thus put forth three and one-third times as nach 
effort as District 38 end nearly three times as much effort as 
Districts 7, 87, and 89.
A glance at Table 18 indicates some decided variations. The 
following facts are very noticeable! Cl) all but the lowest ranking 
school district In the classified group is located above the highest 
ranking school districts in the other two groups in degree of effort?
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Table 17
Tho Ratio of Average Expenditures Per Child Enrolled to 
the Average Wealth Per Child Enrolled for the 
Five-Year Period 1930-1934
District Expenditure Valuation Per Child
Ratio in Ten-
classified schools
Williaton #1 $ 70.40 $ 2,790 252
Nobson #2 88.59 3,639 330
Sauk Valley #13 126.62 6,340 300
Tioga #16 69.71 3,145 229
Cottonrrood Lake #64 102.33 4,568 224
Hoping 93.36 6,570 142
Wildrose #90 77.52 3,784 277
Gronora #94 66.88 2,810 216
Total 695.61 31,918
Average 86.96 3,990 218
graded and consolidated schools
Buford #6 100.06 12,170 82
Right Mile #6 85.01 11,485 76
Lindahl #14 108.10 6,052 78
Wheeloofc # 6 159.02 10,022 159
Barr Butte #37 65.70 4,130 159
Bound Prairie #40 138.27 7,435 186
Pioneer #41 117.90 6,464 182
Bigs tone #69 87.80 7,339 119
Hartland #63 103.11 11,225 91
Thorstad #76 108.70 6,019 180
Brooklyn #78 115.92 6,390 181
Sprlngbrook #81 93.80 6,509 144
Golden Valley #86 129.17 13,767 93
Haialet #95 116.55 4,613 253
Total 1,686.86 113,747
Average 120.48 8,125 148
rural schools
3 144.77 11,413 127
4 100,00 9,333 107
7 98.96 16,412 63
16 83.62 7,731 108
17 109.82 7,236 152
23 119.08 8,210 146
24 114.08 8,075 141
SSL________________ ______ SZxZL_____------ 1SU12S___ _______ as._____
Table 17 (continued)
The Ratio of Average Expenditures Per Child Smelled to 







29 $ 98*10 I 9,800 97
30 141.43 18,919 75
31 66.82 8,333 123
33 92.26 8,576 108
34 74.28 9,193 80
35 104.90 8,414 125
36 56.70 4,460 129
38 86.20 8,313 107
39 62.18 5,605 110
42 71.63 7,904 90
43 74.-71 7,602 98
44 75.80 8,518 88
46 113.36 8,792 129
65 53,73 4,926 109
66 136.19 9,478 140
67 92.92 11,232 82
70 169.90 9,231 185
71 132.09 9,946 132
72 73.72 7,531 98
73 142.79 13,168 108
76 129.09 10,228 136
77 135.89 10,816 126
79 94.86 8,324 114
80 82.88 4,934 168
82 101.32 10,450 97
83 101.64 6,772 ISO
84 104.00 12,834 82
86 82.98 8,454 153
87 120.90 • 17,672 68
89 112.64 17,309 65
91 87.18 7,978 109
92 78.37 6,220 121
93 87.32 6,840 113
96 210.90 19,881 106
97 105.35 7,962 132
Total 4,382.38 408,991
Asataga_______ __________________ ____ ___________
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Sable IS
Ratio of >3xpendlturea Per Child KnrolleA to the 
Assessed Valuation Pea* Child Enrolled for 
the School Districts of Vfilli?uaa County










180-189 #40, 41, 75, 78 #70
170-179 #14
160-169 #80
150-159 #28* 37 #17, 83,
86
140-149 #88 #81 #23, 24,
66
130-139 #71, 97




110-119 #59 #39, 79,
93




90- 99 #63, 85 #29, 42,
43, 72,
82
80- 89 #5 #34, 44 §
67, 84
TO- 79 #6 #30
60- 69 # 7, 87,
89
-S fc ..f ia
(3) graded and consolidated districts aape spread over a considerable 
space indicating a wide variation if effort; (3) eighty per cent of 
the rural school districts or* located below the low ranking classified 
school district on this table. She average effort ratios for each 
of the three groups for the five-year period were as follows) classi­
fied school districts, a ratio of 218; graded and consolidated school 
districts* a ratio of 148; rural school districts* a ratio of 107.
Average General Fund Levy
‘She effort expended by each school district my also be estimated 
to some extent by a study of the general fund mill levy of that dis­
trict. This levy is spread in each district to meet the general ex­
pense of running the schools within the districts. It is by law 
restricted to the following raaximurass classified school districts*
18 mills; graded end consolidated school districts maintaining a 
four-year high school» 18 mills; other graded and consolidated school 
districts* 16 mills* and rural school districts* 14 mills. The law 
further provides that on extra levy of fifty per cant tasty be made for 
a designated period of one* two* or three years* if a sixty per cent 
favorable vote is received in a special election held for that purpose 
at that time. Rural school districts and graded and consolidated 
school districts that do not maintain high schools might also without 
vote levy an additional four mills above the legal limit for the pur­
pose of paying high school tuition to other districts in which its 
students are attending high school. Thus the extent to which a dis­
trict uses the maximum 1 gal levy end the extra levy will determine 
somewhat the effort it is putting forth to maintain its schools.
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In the first column, Table 19 lists the average general fond 
mill levy for the school districts of William County for the five- 
year period. The general fund mill levy for the yea* 1934 woo included 
in the table that the reader might ostiaato the relative ranking of 
each district at the end of the five-year period should he wish to do 
so. A glance at the table indicates that all but Tioga and ' toping 
of the classified school group used the extra levy some time during 
the five-year period. Wildroae scorned to use the greatest effort 
under this unit of rjeasomaont. Williston ranked a close second. 
Bpping and Tioga were low with the use of the legal limit of 18 mill*. 
It will be noticed that four of the eight classified districts were 
using the maximum extra levy and the maximum effort possible in 1934. 
Saak Valley had dropped to 18 Mile in 1934 because the patrons hod 
failed to give the district the necessaxy sixty per cent majority in 
the special election of the previous summer.
Hamlet lead the graded and consolidated group with an average 
general fund levy of 26,188 mills, while Buford listed the lowest 
levy with 8.47 Mils, These two districts still held the two extreme 
positions in 1934. The highest five-year average in the rural group 
was listed by District 86, which indicated a levy of 21,20 Mils, 
District 89 indicated the reimrkably low five-year average of 4,024 
mills, and district 28 listed a levy of 4,674 mills, These seme two 
districts held the two extreme positions in 1934.
The average general fund Mil levy for the five-year period for 
each of the three groups were as follows: classified school districts, 
22.47 Mils; graded read consolidated school districts, 17.218 Mils;
Table 19
Average General Fuad Kill Levy aad the Average Teacher*s 
Salary Bey Child for the School Districts of Williams 











Williaton 25.676 27.00 38.70
Besson 23.174 27.00 51.62
Bank Talley 23.124 18.00 53.70
Tioga 13.00 18.00 41.93
Cottonwood hake 32.59 34.00 46.92
upping 18.00 18.00 48.130
Wildroae 26.54 27.00 40.05
°r«nora 33.736 27.00 40.93
Average 22.47 23.28 45.22
graded and consolidated schools
Buford 8.47 10.28s 61.97
Eight Mile 10.388 10.45® 52.43
Lindahl 20.392 19.00® 63.73
Whaelook 22.345 18.00 75.68
Barr Butte 20.70 16.00 3; .34
Rotund Prairie 15.626 19.04® 25.33
Pioneer 16.40 20.00® 39.77
Bigs tone 14.445 13.57 47.27
heartland 11.908 19.70s 38.94
Thorstad 20.00 18.00 43.30
Brooklyn 21.188 18.00 49.12
Spriiyrbrook 19.886 18,00 59.33
Golden Valley 13.164 10.97** 58.50
Hamlet 26.188 27.00 50.95
Average 17.218 17.00 46.88
rural schools
3 16.40 16.00 59.19
4 12,492 6.75 72. S6
7 10.818 10.54 64.60
IS 9.008 2.69 42.33
17 11.74 11.35 27.90
23 12.00 • w 58.80
24. 16.714 19.46 45.69
iS______________ ____ y.?i. - _____________
^includes mill levy for hiph school tuition purposes.
(
TrJble 19 ( continued)
fho Average General Fund Mill heny and the Average Teacher* a 
Salary Per Child for the School Districts of Williams 











29 11,636 13.06 6 ‘ .60
30 8.84 7.66 69.57
31 12.522 5.87 42.70
33 12.28 6.20 57.98
34 14.00 43.00
35 13.07 10.36 46.07
36 13.56 7.80 S3. 68
38 9.134 4.53 62.67
39 10.10 4.29 36.24
4*2 11.383 4.33 47.02
43 8.462 we 40.75
44 9.34 14.00 44,16
46 11.486 3.156 40.43
65 12.312 3.40 32,78
66 21.20 16.00 55.33
67 9.084 •w we 53.12
70 17.788 21.00 70.58
71 18.002 14.00 71.76
72 7.574 m  m 47.23
73 17.552 13.25 55.30
76 15.334 14.00 72.60
77 10.10 m  < m 91.11
79 14.80 -  - 52.66
80 21.00 21.00 45.53
82 10.62 m  ww 70.60
83 13.334 7.98 46.81
84 7.736 we t m 64.00
86 14.486 16.53 52.00
87 8.948 ** ew 70.70
89 4.034 -  - 68.73
91 18.042 13.54 51.14
92 12.98 13.58 47.66
93 18.14 13.46 57.70
96 10.670 ew we 138.60
97 13.784 14.00 57.46
a m a e a __________________________________1AMA _____________________ — _______________
rural school districts* 13.444 r&lla.
UKXlHm Effort as Shown Ly a Combined Batio end Goneral 
Pond Mill Levy Relative Position Table
Table 30 unoubtealy gives not only the most complete but also 
the accurate comparison as to the maovmt of effort expended by each of 
the districts of îlliexos County in the maintenance of its schools.
This two-way table lists the relative rank position of each district 
not only in effort ratio but also In regard to effort ae shown by the 
general fund levy. The higher a district appears on the table the 
higher its effort is as shorn by the effort ratio. The further to the 
right a district appears on the table the greater its effort as shown 
by the general fund levy, -has the districts appearing fartherest to 
the right and highest on the table my  be said to have expended the 
greatest effort in v maintaining the schools. The lowor and farther to 
the left a district is found on the table* the smaller the effort it 
expended in the Maintenance of its school. This table reveals that 
the classified school districts were putting forth the most effort 
as indicated by this two-way index. About one-half of the graded and 
consolidated school districts were also expending a very high effort. 
Wildroee district #90 had evidently put forth the greatest effort 
in the county. District 38, a rural district* had put forth the leaet 
effort in the county. Hanlat District ■ 95 had expended the greatest 
effort and Right fUle District #6 the least effort In the graded and 
consolidated school group. District 70 and District 80 hod put forth 
tho greatest effort and District 38 the least effort in the rural school 
group. In a similar fashion any district in any group may be compared 
with any other district in any other group by means of this table.
table 30
Piatrllxxtion fnblo o f Effort  M  Forth ler the School 
Districts of illifms County oa the Basie of 
E ffort Ratio nn& Avmfag* Oamrai iHmd lory
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Effort put forth by a school district to maintain its school 
seems best arrived at through a ratio of expenditure per child to 
wealth per child index.
Groat variations in average total expenditures and average ex­
penditures per child exist among the districts of Williams County.
Great variations exist among the school districts of Williams 
County in effort as shown by the expenditure per child to assessed 
Valuation per child ratio index*
Using this ratio index, the rural school districts of Williams 
County Jacks less effort to their schools th, n do the graded
end consolidated school districts or the classified school districts, 
fh® graded end consolidated group rank next. The classified school 
districts put forth the greatest effort to maintain schools.
In the classified school group, Wildrose puts forth nearly 
twice as m b h  effort in maintaining Its school as Upping. In the 
graded find consolidated school group, Hasdet makes three times as much 
effort as Bight Wile District. In the rural school group, District 70 
puts forth three and ono-third times as much effort as district 7.
Effort might be jaeaeured according to the general fund mill 
levy index, although it cannot be considered as an efficient an index 
as the ratio index.
The combined use of the ratio index and the general fund mill 
levy index gives the best and the moot accurate comparison of the 
effort actually expended by the various districts of Williams County.
Using this unit of measure, Wildrose put forth the greatest
effort in the county and District 38 put forth the least effort in 
the county in the way of cardntainlng its schools.
cuM*em 6
COMOLUSlOMa AHD HJXXPM5NBATIOW8
' As indicated in the introduction of this study, the purpose of 
this study is two-fold; first* to tacks a survey of the school incomes* 
the debt service* the ability to support schools and the effort put 
forth by each of the school districts of Williams County* Borth 
Dakota with the purpose of pointing out such inequalities as nay be 
evident through such study; second* to present data on farm and school 
population In Williams County with the purpose of eliminating snail 
and expensive schools either through the transportation of children to 
larger school units or through the re-districting of those ports of the 
oounty there ra- 1strioting seems feasible.
The first aspect of the study was developed in the first five 
chapters. Chapter 2 lists the incomes received by each of the school 
districts of Williams County from the <»ot important sources. It was 
noted that great variations existed among the school districts of 
Williams County in total income. Zn the rural school district group* 
two districts sup orted three schools on incomes leas than one thousand 
dollars* an average of Just over three hundred dollars per school. Pour 
districts had incomes of less than five hundred dollars per school. Six 
districts had Incomes of between five and six hundred dollars per . 
school.
The district tax supplied the largest percentage of the income 
in all the districts. Incomes from state apportionment and county ap­
portionment made up a comparatively small percentage of the total income 
in each scliool district. Income from state apportionment was approximate-
or•*
ly twice that from county apportionment. State aid made up a very small 
part of the total income in that it was discontinued in 1933.
Table 4 showed that the property tax income actually received by 
each district was considerably below the amount of property taxes levied. 
Facts indicated that tax delinquencies were becoming greater find greater. 
The placing of the tax levy for general purposes in the same table 
Indicated that many districts were not using the fullest amount of their 
incomes.
In Chapter 3, the debt service in bonded indebtedness* in certifi­
cates of indebtedness and in outstanding warrants was discussed. One is 
immediately impressed with the tremendous debt totaling 933,609 dollars 
charged to the districts of Williams County in 1934. Almost every dis­
trict in the county had a debt of soma kind. The 1939 bonded indebted­
ness had been reduced only slightly in 1934 even though a soiaewhat 
favorable percentage of the 1939 amount had been redeemed by payment.
Sen bond issues for building purposes and especially for redemption of 
overdue certificates of indebtedness kept the total very near the 1939 
level, barge bonded indebtedness naturally required that large levies 
be mode for interest and sinking fund purposes* some of which were 
thirty to forty per cent of the total tax levied in the district.
Great use was made of certificates of Indebtedness in all three 
groups of school districts in Williams County. Continuous crop failure 
during the five-year period studied made it impossible to meet these 
certificates when due* so many had to be redeemed through bond issues.
The rural districts raised their indebtedness in certificates from 
3,000 dollars to 45,000 dollars during the five-year period.
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Registered warrants were used very extensively during the five- 
year period. An estimate puts the aiaount of outstciading warrants in 
1934 at a figure above the amount of the certificates of Indebtedness. 
IVhen the total Indebtedness In each group Is interpreted in terms of 
indebtedness per child In enrollment* the average In each school dis­
trict becones extremely large. The average indebtedness per child en­
rolled for the entire county in 1934 was 178.44 dollars.
Chapter 4 took up the study of the ability of the school districts 
of Williams County to support their schools. The assessed valuation per 
child index indicated a great variation in ability. Rural school dis­
tricts were the most able to support their schools. All but six rural 
schools showsd more ability than the most able of the classified schools. 
The classified districts had an average assessed valuation per child 
of 3*990 dollars* the graded and consolidated school districts averaged 
8*123 dollars per child* end the rural school districts averaged 9*611 
dollars per child. A table presenting the average incosae per child as 
a basis for comparison of ability indicated wide variations in ability 
although the proportion of variations m a  almost identical to that 
indicated by the assessed valuations per child.
Chapter 5 on "Comparison of Kffort Put Forth by the School Dis­
tricts of Williams County" showed the extent to which each school dis­
trict was tacking use of its ability to support its school. The index 
upon which effort is determined was derived through taking the ratio 
of expenditure per child to assessed valuation per child that both the 
factors of expenditure and wealth might be considered. The classified 
school districts were putting forth the most effort in maintaining their
schools as indicated "by the high average effort ratio of : 18. Seven 
of the eight classified school sdl at riots listed a ratio above two 
hundred. She graded and consolidated school districts indicated an 
average ratio of 148. The rural school districts put forth the least 
effort as indicated by an average ratio of 107, The ratio of effort 
throughout the county ranged from a high ratio of 277 at Wildroae, a 
classified school district* to a low ratio of 56 in District 28, a rural 
school district. The .o»t accurate indication of effort put forth by 
each district in the county is presented in a two-way table Sftlidh 
lists the relative rank position of each district in effort ratio and 
in general fund mill levy. The evidence in this table points out 
conclusively that the classified school districts are called upon to 
put forth the most effort to maintain their schools: whereas the 
effort put forth in many of the rural school districts is relatively 
low.
The above facts bring out the fallacy of holding to the present 
school districts system in Williams County. It was in anticipation 
of this conclusion that the second phase of this study was undertaken; 
namely* to present data on farm and school population in Williams 
County with the purpose of el indenting small and expensive schools 
either through transportation of children to larger school units or 
through the re-districting of those parts of the county where re-dis- 
tricting seme feasible.
This data was secured through a questionnaire end spot map sent 
to one school administrator or teacher in each of the townships in 
Williams County. Kach teacher spotted the location of farm buildings
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end schoolhouoen in each section and charted both the highly graded 
roads suitable for winter travel mad the main traveled roads in the 
township. On m  accompanying blank furnished for that purpose* each 
teacher gave the following facte: the narae of the head of the family 
living on that farm* whether tenant or owner# mrried or single* ap­
proximate age, and the number of children under school age located on 
that farm. She school poiwilation for each school in the county was 
taken from the teachers* final reports as filed with the county 
superintendent of schools on or before June 1, 1935. ^he population 
in each school was then divided up into a four number index Indicating 
grade classification and this index rey resented on the map at each 
sehoolhouao. ®he first number in the index indicates the rauaber of 
childi'en in grades one* two and three; the second number in the index* 
the number of children in grades four# five and six; the third number# 
those in grades seven toad eight; «nd the fourth number* those in high 
school if one is maintained.
All those facta are presented on the accompanying aep# Map 2, 
with the hope that these data might prove valuable in the elimination 
of at least the moat expensive onc-teadhor schools in the county and 
possibly provide a basis for a collet® school re-oxganiaction and the 
setting up of a re-districting program where feasible.
Program of Re-organisation
She writer# except for the two possible transportation projects 
set up later in this chapter# makes no attempt to drew up & complete 
system of motor bus lines transporting pupils from the one-teacher 
country schools to larger and more centralised units nor is any attempt
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made to reorganise or r»-district the entire county* To Initiate euch 
an undertaking without both a series of meetings with the school €ifi~ 
cisls of the county and the personal investigation of the road 
condition® end topography of each section of the county would he un~ 
cdvisablo. Such an undertaking would also neon the complete financial 
itM school population survey of the neighboring counties* ©specially 
Divide County, for nearly half of the new school unite that would ho 
set up in the county should logically include territory to the north 
and east outside of the lira!to of the county herein studied,
The program of reorganisation would necessarily involve the 
consideration of many factors, some of which m y  he mentioned briefly 
at this point.
Hoods
The system of roads ectablidted and laainttdned within the county 
will undoubtedly he one of the greatest factors in determining fee 
feasibility of the transportation and reorganisation program* The 
roods sent he sufficiently high and so constructed that they will clear 
themselves of snow during the winter month® sufficiently enough to he 
open for continual winter travel, £oa&s as shown on Map 2 are 
presented as found in the county on January 1, 1935* It is doubtful 
whether some of these roads indicated as highly graded and suitable 
for winter travel could ha accepted as such for school transportation 
purposes, however, during the eighteen months that have elapsed since 
that time* many of the taainly traveled roads indicated on the asp have 
been retaarfaced with high grades suitable for winter travel through 
i’.W.A, road promote. At the time of writing the federal government
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has announced a cor^lete new set-up of road re-surf acini; projects for 
western north Dakota and Williams County as a part of the 1936 drought 
program. Buch a program will undoubtedly do such for bettering the 
road conditions of the county.
Transportation Units find duilding facilities 
Kext to the consideration of roads» the setting up of trans­
portation units and a careful study of school building and teacher 
facilities already existing in the county becomes absolutely necessary 
that it may be determined what new buildings would need to be con­
structed and where they should be located. The comparatively new build­
ings now found in practically every town along both lines of railroad 
which cross the county must be used to advantage under the new plan of 
district or school reorganisation decided upon. The most feasible 
plan seems to be to begin the reorganisation on a small scale. ith 
such a plan in mind, the writer sent out a short questionnaire to the 
larger schools in the county asking that they indicate information as 
to facilities for handling a larger number of grade and high school 
pupils. The results are tabulated in fable 21. It is noticeable that 
some over three hundred grade pupils rosy be accommodated in the county 
without any further expenditure for teachers1 salaries, fhe seven 
available grade rooms in the county not in use could acco mmodate 246 
more grade pupils at a room capacity of 36 pupils. The nine school 
systems listed in the table indicate that they can accommodate over 
four hundred more high school students were they equipped with a full 
corps of teachers and other equipment, these two factors in themselves 
indicate that a reorganisation program might easily be initiated with-
Table 21
Poo Bible Karollaent Capacity of the larger Schools 




Grade Faculty 40 10 10 40 40 60 23 16 76 312
Extra Grade 
Boons










Faculty 126 50 100 140 110 ISO 40 100 800 1616
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out need of eatoense tor buildings.
undoubtedly the reorganization plan would not entertain 
sponsoring of high schools in the smaller units that now exist. All 
the available space in those smaller units would be devoted to elemen­
tary instruction, fhe high school students who now attend and those 
who would be brought into this unit from the surrounding rural dis­
tricts would be transported by special bus into a larger centrally 
located unit with high school facilities attached.
Planning of Transportation and Length of Routes 
'the planning of economical and efficient transportation routes 
becomes highly important if the reorganization set-up is to be a 
success. "Routes may be classified into two types.i *3, The ‘circular* 
type is laid out from the school or central point on one road* end, 
after making a loop or circuit returns to the school by another route. 
. . . fhe ‘shoo string* route is the second type. It la laid out 
in one general direction from the school* usually along the main road. 
. . . At the last stop out or near it the bus is left.*5 A glance at 
the map indicates the location of school houses would tend to favor 
the “shoe string" type of route because the waste cost that would be 
involved in having busses ran many miles without a load would tend to 
make the circular routes prohibitive or at least far from practical.
Aside from the question of road conditions* the question of 
length of the routes set up will be determined largely by two factors* 
first whether the "circular" or “shoe string" type is to be used; and
i
John C. Altatick end Jamas F. Bursch* The Administration of
Consolidated and Village Schools* pp. 143-144.
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aeoonb# whether the busses aye to pick up all children at hut stations 
or ore to stop at the homes of those children living along the route. 
Working taaaor the supposition that school house & maintained at present 
are to bo used && bus stations in the near set-up# it sitould not be 
unreasonable to assume that such a route odght have a maxicows jail sage 
of from fifteen to t.irenty miles. 4 study of trariHp&rtation posaibili- 
ties in Polk County# Minnesota,'-' suggested that a thirty-five mile 
route might not be unreasonable in Polk County, ihe saw study mode 
reference to the fact that California# one of the leading states in 
the transportation of school pupils# quotas that the average round 
trip of & school bus in Vallfomia tun been found to bo between thirty- 
fivo and forty miles. A route in Lillians County with a fifteen or 
twenty mile maximum mileage could bt covered easily within a forty-five 
minute run and therefore, not work a hardship on the pupil from that 
standpoint.
A careful study of Map 2 incld»to« that if bus routes carrying 
twenty-five to forty pupils and averaging fifteen miles in length were 
conatructod. so as to terminate at the various town ahhool units# moat 
of tho routes originate approximately ten miles from that school unit, 
therefore an arbitrary outer Halt or boundary for bus traneijartcbloa 
from the town unite running approximately tan miles north and south 
of the town units has been sat up by m m &  of continuous lines drawn 
across the entire map. $!he rural school stations found within that
%aut F. 8. Uelohus, A istudy of School District Reorganisa­
tion in Polk County, Minnesota# Unjmblinheft Master*® Wheels* University 
of Eortfc Jtetota Library, |K5&# n. 78.
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exbiirtxry boundary line represent those that might he acid to logical­
ly belong to the Dourest tom unit. It will el so be noted that the 
wide expense of territory "between the toms in the western end of the 
county would ssake it necessary to eet up at least two school unite in 
the open country sosnevhere l>et m e n  Willie ton and Crenora*
Cost of Trf’JttBportatiQU
The cost of transportation will necessarily he a vital factor in 
the now sot-up. Although vory little data is available on the comparer-
4
tiv® ces-ts of hue transport?vtJon* the previously lasontloaed rtudy of 
transportation possibilities in Polk County, Minnesota*® did contain 
a table on ocMBparleon of average coats per pupil per day that ie rurthy 
of being reproduced here as fefcle 23. It will be noted that this 
table indicates an average per pupil cost range of thirteen cents to 
fifty-on® cents with the Minnesota median listed at sixteen cents. Un­
doubtedly these fibres have been gathered on school bun stetson •vM c h  
call for the pupils at their individual hones end therefore list a 
hifher pupil cost than would be expected under a bus station method of 
trfmpportrtion. Tim mm study4 presente another table that is being 
reproduced here as Table 3S, The Informtion given in the upper 
portion of the table roay be of value in considering transportation 
costs in Williams County as it not only corapares the tritneportetien 
costs according to three comon indicoe used in celcralating tnmnperta- 
tlon costs but ala© compares costs for various types of conveynncec.
Table 34 presents the Bus Driver** Salary Schedule as paid
"ibid, p. 82. 
4Ibid. p. 86
Table 33®
Comparison of Average Costs Per Pupil Per Dny in the Transportation of 
Pupils by District-Owned Motor Boses as Pound in Several Communities
B »  Stadia. "ara*. Co“* *•*
Santa Barbara Survey Report, Solano*’
County, California County, California, 1929. 
California Taxpayers
Association, Table 329, p. 90 $ •61
Korns County, Survey Report, Kerns County,
California California, 1927, California
Taxpayers Association, p.23-27 .26
California Kvans, F. 0. "Factors Affecting the 
Cost of Transportation in California*” 
1930, U. S. Bulletin No. 29, p. 11
For High School Owned Bases .257
Colorado Greene, H. B. Excessive Cost of Trans­
portation Under the Contract System,*1 
American School Board Journal,
October 36, 1926.
For Dry Land .226
For Irrigated Land .17
Oklahoma P/ync, J. 0. A Study of the Admin­
istration of Pupil Transportation 
in the Centralised Schools of Okla­
homa 1928-39, p. 63. Unpublished 
Master* s Thesis* Oklahoma A. and M.
College. .167
San Diego Survey Report for San Diego County.
County, California California Taxpayers Association
p. 91-94 .15
Indiana Mimeographed Neve Bulletin, 7ol. 5, 
No. 6, 1931, Department of Public
Instruction, State of Indiana. .137
Solano County, Survey Report for Solano County,
California California* 1939* California Taxpayers
Association* p. 68-91 .13
Minnesota Median Cost Per Child-Dry. .16
“Proa f. C. Kngian, A Study of Public School Transportation Costs 
in Minnesota 1929-30, Unpublished Master*s Thesis, University of 
Minnesota, p. 107 as tabulated in Knot F. B. Roishus, A Study of School 
District Reorganisation in Polk County, Minnesota, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, University of North Dakota Library, 1936, p. 82.
k'iuestion misprint for Santa Barbara?
Table 23a
Certain Median ?aloes of the Transportation Costs 
and Reimbursement Aid for Various Types of Vehicles Used
in Consolidated Schools of Minnesota* 1931-33,
Items State
Leean
... 1 ..-......2 ____ _ . . .3. . ... 4 . 5.... ..6.... - 7
Per C-M-3MJ .05? (.047)* .083 (.076)# .064 .082 .073 .073
Per Child- 
Day .19? (.162)* .233 (.312)# .325 .335 .191 .211
Per Load- 
Mile .334 £.341)* .393 (.366)# .308 .233 .34 .263
Median Aids
Per C-U-D-C .047 .064 .055 .071 .065 .065
Per Child-
Day .166 .17 .178 .194 .19§ .176
‘Figaros in parenthesis are exclusive of the depreciation and 
Interest charges which have been calculated at 22$ of the operating costs.
^Figures in parenthesis are exclusive of the depreciation and 
interest charges which have been calculated at 1 0  of the operating 
costs,
^rom a Study of Transportation Costs and Reimbursement Aids of 
the Consolidated Schools in Minnesota* 1931-1932. Mimeographed Material 
Prepared by the Department of K&ucation* St. Paul* Minnesota* on 
tabulated in Knot P. S. Raiahus, A Study of School District Reorganisa­
tion in Polk County* Minnesota* Unpublished Master's Thesis* University 
of Sorth Dakota Library* 1935, p. 08,
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drivers of privately owned vehicles by School District #1, Itasca 
County, Grand Rapids, Minnesota, under a program recently drawn up 
and pat into practice. The salary schedule is also mpplenranted with 
a special bonus voted by the board to help take care of the extra ex­
pense incurred during months when the weather and road conditions have 
been especially bad. As a special inducement in the promotion of better 
equipment, the district will also vote a driver a special premium of ten 
per cent of the initial cost of his transportation equipment for a 
period of three years and payable at the end of the third year if used 
as part payment on new transportation equipiamt. This district there­
fore not only has provided & definite salary schedule with special 
provision for extra expenaes but has provided incentive for the pur­
chase and use of better equipment on its privately owned bus lines.
This data on transportation costs at their beet can hardly be 
used a® a conclusive basis for determining transportation costs in 
Williams County but will rather serve as a foundation upon which more 
workable schedules any be drawn.
County Unit Hot Practical
Factors such as topography and location of towns within the coun­
ty tend to indicate that the introduction of the county unit of school 
organisation would not be practical in Williams County. The position 
of the towns along the northern end eastern boundary of the county, in 
which school units either elementary or high school or both would need 
to be located, in Itself indicates that the logical territory to be 
attached to that unit and from which pupils are to be transported would 
extend from five to ten miles Into the neighboring county. It certain-
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Bos Drivers Salary' Schedule 
School District Mo* One, Itasca County' 
Oread Hanl&o, Minnesota





Loads 3 to 8 
5 passenger
ORODP XX
Loads 8 to 14 Panel 
Body Delivery
CROUP III


















3 120 251 30.00
4 160 33 37.00 25 40.00 33 51.00
5 200 21 42.00 23 46.00 3 0 . 60.00
6 240 19 45.50 21 51.00 38 67.00
7 280 18 50.00 20 56.00 26 73.00
8 330 17 54.50 19 61.00 24 77.00
9 360 16 57.50 18 65.00 22 80.00
10 400 15 60.00 17 68.00 21 64.00
11 440 16 71.00 20 88.00
12 480 15 73.00 19 91.00
13 530 18 94.00
14 560 • 17 96.50
















ly would be unadvlsable to neglect to include ono-h&lf of the natural 
school territory in -soy one school unit just because & county line
chanced to run near the town,
Two districts! * Wildrose Special and Haulet Special* already 
extend into Divide County, To expect that they would give up that 
territory bec&xse of the introduction of a county unit plan could 
be unreasonable.
Existing Bonded Indebtedness
The disposal of the existing bonded indebtedness would create 
a considerable problem if the re&ia trie ting plan be undertaken. To 
expect that the taxpayers in the school districts that now have little 
or no bonded Indebtedness would submit to a plan by which they were to 
assumo a share in the paynsmt of the bonded indebtedness of another 
district under a redistricting plan con hardly be expected. On the 
other hand* if the buildings that are still unpaid for are to be 
used by the newly organized district* it seem fair to suggest that 
all the taxpayers in the new district should aasunae at least some of 
the responsibility for the payment of tea bonds issued in the construc­
tion of the buildings. A carefully worked out and equitable plan of 
refinancing would certainly have to be worked out in the establish­
ment of c redistricting program*
Possible Transportation Projects
At this point* it seems fitting to set up suggestive transporta­
tion projects for the various parte of the county. These projects ere 
drawn up on the supposition that roods are or will be of sufficiently 
faMi grade to be ui table for oontinooue winter travel. The transporter
tioa oosts, which a n  based on Minnesota costa as listed in Trsble 33 
and fable 34, cannot In authoritatively presented as to what nay bo 
expected in the way of coats In Will lama County. However, the foot 
that the Minnesota costs nr© baaed on transportation by bus systems 
which pick up the children at or near their individual horns makes 
the writer feel that they any he deemed sufficiently high to be con­
sidered a reasonably basic cost for bos systems -hich pick up pupils 
at centralised stations.
Hahtay District #70 affords an excellent illustration of a 
financial saving that nay be afforded by the establishment of a trans­
portation unit which oarrtes the pupils into the neighboring classified 
school at Wildroas. first, a few facts on the status of this district 
might be presented. Harikoy District, whets average one hundred per 
cent assessed valuation was 93,511 dollars for the five-year period, 
bed an average levy of 17.788 mills, an average total expenditure of 
1,699 dollars, on average per child expenditure of 169.90 dollars 
and paid an average of 705.75 dollars annually in teachers* salaries 
for on average enrollment of ten pupils.
A glance at Map 3 indicates that these ten pupils, centered at 
the one schoolhcraae in the district approximately ten ailes from 
Wildroas, nay be transported over roads that show factors favorable 
tor a bus route. Wildrose, which has facilities to handle forty pupils 
without an increase in faculty and has two extra grade rooms with a 
capacity of thirty-five pupils each, have in the past accepted grade 
pupils from outside districts at the tuition charge of thirty-six 
dollats per pupil. On this basis, the average tuition expanse of
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Haafcay District would lie 360 dollars a year. Calculating transporta­
tion for the ton miles according to unit transportation costs in Table 
23 and Table 34, toe total annual ex enae for grade tuition and trans­
portation would be as follows I Grand Rapids schedule for private bus 
lead idle, 972 dollars; Minnesota median private bus per child-day*
765 dollars* Minnesota median private bus per load-mile, 914.40 dol­
lars* Minnesota ooditax district-owned bus per child-day, 714.60 dollars* 
and Minnesota median district-owned bus per load-mile* 889.20 dollars. 
The last too item included too depredation and interest charges on 
the district owned bus. These figures indicate that oven after adding 
such general expenses as tuition, fuel, general control and other fixed 
e peases* the saving to toe district would amount to at least four or 
five hundred dollars annually. It isi^t be stated that Hsatoay Dis­
trict had only seven grade pupils listed in the 1936 teacher’s final 
report so the above listed coats would also provide transportation 
facilities for whatever high school students be attending school
at Wild use* thereby affording these students the opportunity of liv­
ing at bom.
Basel District #44* Just south of Wil&rose, offers another 
possibility of a transportation project into WUdrose. Hazel District* 
whose average total assessed valuation was 212,952 dollars* had an 
average levy of 9.34 mills, an average total expenditure of 1,871 dol­
lars, an average per child expenditure of 175.50 dollars and paid out 
an average of 1*104 dollars annually in teachers salaries for an 
average enrollment of twenty-five pupils. Hoad conditions indicate 


































































































median district-owned bos per load-raile, 2,047.44 dollars. ^h»s« 
figures indicate that hundreds of dollar® could be saved by the dis­
trict through the eliialnntion of their one-roota rural schools through 
transportation to a larger school unit. In the 1935 final teacher1 e 
reports, Qhaiapion District lintod thirty pupils enrolled in the grade* 
eo these transportation costs would easily cover the transportation 
of hi^i school students as well.
The raspy one-room rural schools located on the highly graded 
roads leadline into Wllliston suggest a possibility of large savings 
to the snwrounding districts throng the transporting of pupils into 
the ’Wllliston schools. The transportation of the thirty-six pupil* 
attending the two schools of Judson District #38, located on the high­
way west of Wllliston, through the formation of a ten-mile bus route 
Into Wllliston suggests a large saving. She location of »any of the 
oae-roon •'ibecl-. in trade District ft indicates excellent ■possibili­
ties of bus traarportatlon unit®. A careful study of road conditions 
within the county would undoubtedly present raspy indications for 
possible transportation units leading into the larger schools of the 
county*
The final general conclusion racy therefore be drawn that be- 
cruse of the existence of school districts with exceedingly small in­
comes per school, because of the extraordinarily large indebtedness 
within the school districts of Williams County, because of extreme 
variations in ability to support schools and variations in coiapsr&tive 
effort put forth by the districts, and because of the existence of 
deny favorable possibilities of eliminating expensive one-room rural
99
schools• Will lasts County can well entertain a program far the re­
organization of its system of school support and school uadntenaace.
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